Township of Georgian Bluffs
Climate Action Committee Agenda
February 26, 2021, 1:00 p.m.
Council Chambers remain closed to the public. Should you wish to participate electronically, contact
the Clerk at bdrury@georgianbluffs.ca
This document can be made available in other accessible formats or with communications supports
as soon as practicable and upon request.
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Recommendation:
That Committee of Council accept this report entitled Climate Action Plan
for Georgian Bluffs – An Introduction, for information purposes only;
That Committee of Council, committed to a sustainable future and
environmental leadership, endorse the Township of Georgian Bluffs
becoming members of:
•

Partners for Climate Change ($0 cost) – effective immediately

•

Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities ($20,000.00) –
following 2021 budget approval; and

That staff be directed to schedule a special Council meeting to facilitate a
session between Council and the Climate Action Committee to discuss
strategies, direction, ask questions, and help raise awareness
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Correspondence, as appended, from the University of Guelph,
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Further to Committee direction at their February 5, 2021 meeting.
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North Bruce Peninsula - Energy Audit 2017
At the request of Member Ann Schneider.
As discussed at the February 5, 2021 Committee meeting.
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Potential partnerships with other municipalities in Grey County
At the request of Councillor Cathy Moore Coburn.
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Township of Georgian Bluffs
Climate Action Committee Minutes
February 5, 2021, 10:00 a.m.
Virtual

Members Present:

Councillor Cathy Moore Coburn (Chair)
Deputy Mayor Sue Carleton
Member Ann Schneider (Vice Chair)
Member Danuta Valleau
Member Bob Gray
Member Luc Zandvliet

Members Absent:

Member John Anderson

Staff Present:

Brittany Drury, Clerk
Krista Fearon, Legislative Services Assistant
Al Meneses, Township CAO

This document can be made available in other accessible formats or with
communications supports as soon as practicable and upon request.
_____________________________________________________________________

1.

Call to Order
Chair Councillor Cathy Moore Coburn called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.

2.

Approval of Agenda/Additions to the Agenda
At the request of Member Luc Zandvliet an update regarding discussions with
climate planning members of North Bruce Peninsula, was added to New
Business.
Moved By: Member Danuta Valleau
Seconded By: Member Bob Gray
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That the agenda be approved as amended.
Approved

3.

Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
None declared.

4.

Minutes of Previous Meetings
4.1

January 22, 2021
CAC2021-04
Moved By: Member Ann Schneider
Seconded By: Member Luc Zandvliet
That the minutes of the Climate Action Committee meeting held on
January 22, 2021, be approved.
Approved

5.

Presentations
Nil

6.

Delegations
Nil

7.

Correspondence
Nil

8.

Staff Reports
Nil

9.

Public Question Period
The Clerk indicated no questions were received.
The Clerk noted that Township staff will provide a brief presentation to the
Committee, regarding the Biodigester facility, at their next regularly scheduled
meeting, per prior direction of the Committee.

10.

Unfinished Business
10.1

Committee Work Plan

2
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Member Luc Zandvliet provided an update regarding edits to the Work
Plan, including


Communication of the Plan to raise awareness,



Creation of a web page,



Clarification regarding the 'do nothing' scenario.

Discussion was had including:


Providing staff with an understanding about the Climate Action
Committee and how to assess which staff members are more aware of
the goals and can assist the endeavors of the Committee.

The Committee thanked Member Luc Zandvliet for his contributions and
work on the Plan.
10.2

Establishing a vision and mission statement for the Township Climate
Action Committee
There was discussion regarding the vision and mission statement,
including:


The mandate of the Committee, as included in their Terms of
Reference, including creation of a Township Climate Action Plan.



Gathering feedback from the consultants and Council, before moving
ahead with a vision and mission statement

The Committee deferred discussion and creation of a vision and mission
statement, pending on-boarding of a consultant.
10.3

Informational Article - Rethinking Infrastructure Investments: Supporting
Post-Pandemic RuralRecovery and Climate Resilience through Green
Infrastructure
Member Ann Schneider outlined the article. There was a discussion
regarding contacting the University of Guelph to establish a partnership wit
the Committee.
The CAO will contact the authors of the article, and faculty of the
University of Guelph regarding a potential partnership.

11.

New Business
11.1

Climate Action Planning Presentation - Update
3
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There was a discussion regarding the presentation made to Council at
their meeting on January 20, 2021.
There was a detailed discussion regarding methods of gathering feedback
from Council, including:


Panel discussion with advanced questions submitted,



Special Council Meeting,



Addressing Council prior to 2021 Budget discussions to highlight the
necessity of climate action planning,



Presenting a report, from the Township CAO to Council prior to Budget
discussions,



Examples of what other municipalities are doing to communicate with
their Councils,



Opportunities for Council to connect with other Municipal Councils to
understand how other municipalities have adapted,



Electronic survey to be circulated to Council and staff to gather
feedback regarding development, climate action initiatives and
agriculture, etc.,

The Clerk and CAO will explore options, in collaboration with staff at
Huron-Kinloss.
11.2

Asset Management Ontario - Climate Change and Asset Management
Conference Series
The Clerk noted that per the existing Council Remuneration Policy, fees
for attendance would be covered by each attendee personally, not through
the Township. However, the Township can facilitate registration in the
conference for any interested parties.
There was a discussion regarding Township asset management planning,
including infrastructure assets versus natural assets.

11.3

Energy Audit
Member Luc Zandvliet debriefed the Committee on North Bruce
Peninsula's emissions analysis of source documents. The average over
several years could provide a quantified baseline to be used without the
need of a consultant.
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12.

Notice of Motion
Nil

13.

Closed Session
Nil

14.

Date of Next Regular Meeting/Adjournment
February 26, 2021 at 1:00 p.m.
Moved By: Danuta Valleau
That the meeting be adjourned at 11:29 a.m.
Approved

_________________________
Chair, Councillor Cathy More-Coburn

_________________________
Clerk, Brittany Drury
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Biodigester

Operations Department
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Quick Overview
• The Township of Georgian Bluffs and Township of
Chatsworth owns and operates the Derby
biodigester facility.
• It is comprised of;
•
•
•
•

a hauled sewage receiving
a dewatering process
an anaerobic digester system
as well as a lagoon system

• The site receives sewage and organic waste such
as vegetable waste, fats oils and greases (FOG),
processing waste for supplements, hospital food
waste and food waste from Base Borden.
Operations Department
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Operations Department
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Operations Department
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Operations Department
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Operations Department
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What is a biodigester?
• A biodigester is like a mechanical stomach. It is
fed with organic material which is broken down
(decomposed) by micro-organisms (bacteria) in
an oxygen-free (anaerobic) environment to
produce a renewable energy called biogas
(methane and carbon dioxide) and other
material that is mainly used as a fertilizer.

Operations Department
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What materials can the
biodigester process?
• Any organic material can be used to feed a
biodigester, but some materials work better
than others because they are easier for
bacteria to digest.

Operations Department
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What is the production capacity
of this biodigester?
• The digester has been designed to produce
about 3000 cubic metres per day of biogas
(64% methane, 35% carbon dioxide), at full
capacity with good organic material.
• The biogas produced over one week is the
equivalent of 42,000 +/- kilowatts of electricity.
• In a typical day we do approx. 600 cubic
metres per day which is approx. 1200 kilowatts
of electricity per day.
Operations Department
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How is the biogas used
• The renewable biogas is used to run the
generator to produce the power back to the
grid.
• The carbon dioxide (CO2) produced is from a
renewable resource, it is considered climate
change neutral, as the amount of CO2 entering
the atmosphere isn't increasing.

Operations Department
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How long does it take to
process the material?
• The length of digestion depends on the amount
of organic material fed to the biodigester. On
average, the material spends 30 days in the
digester.

Operations Department
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Do biodigesters stink?
• However, biodigesters can produce hydrogen
sulphide, which smells like rotten eggs. This
biodigester has a filter that reduces the
hydrogen sulphide from the gas.
• Unless the filling tank is opened to add manure
or other biodigestable material or for repairs,
there should be little odour associated with its
operation.

Operations Department
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What are the benefits of using
a biodigester?
• A biodigester produces biogas, which is a
renewable resource that can be used as a
substitute or replacement for natural gas.
• Biogas can be used to reduce costs or to
generate revenue streams by:

• Powering an electrical generator to provide
electricity back to the grid
• Using the remaining product as organic fertilizer on
agriculture lands
• Cleaning gas and injecting into the natural gas grid

Operations Department
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Are biodigesters affordable or
economical for producers?
• There are different factors that determine if a
biodigester operation is affordable or
economical:
•
•
•
•

Amount of displaced methane from landfills
Price of bio-methane for the natural gas system
Feed electricity back into the power grid
Help reduce organic waste in landfills

• The Ontario government is currently in the process to
eliminate organic waste going into landfills

Operations Department
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Date: 2021-02-26
From:
Al Meneses, Chief Administrative Officer, and
Brittany Drury, Clerk
Subject: Climate Action Plan for Georgian Bluffs - An Introduction
Report: CAO2021-01

Recommendation


That Committee of Council accept this report entitled Climate Action Plan for
Georgian Bluffs – An Introduction, for information purposes only;



That Committee of Council, committed to a sustainable future and environmental
leadership, endorse the Township of Georgian Bluffs becoming members of:
 Partners for Climate Change ($0 cost) – effective immediately
 Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities ($20,000.00) – following
2021 budget approval; and



That staff be directed to schedule a special Council meeting to facilitate a
session between Council and the Climate Action Committee to discuss
strategies, direction, ask questions, and help raise awareness.

Background
Climate change is affecting citizens around the world, including Canadian communities
from coast to coast, and ratepayers in Georgian Bluffs. It is important to realize that the
cost of doing nothing towards sustainability will far outweigh the costs of taking
proactive steps now to contribute towards the collective good. As a municipality,
Georgian Bluffs needs to minimize our carbon footprint and set the example for
residents and other like-minded jurisdictions to follow and do their part.
As a leading municipality, the Township needs to help educate and inspire everyone
within our Town to unite as professionals, communities, farmers, business owners and
Report CAO2021-01
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residents for a common purpose and goal, to help keep each other accountable and
motivated. The Township, in conjunction with Grey County, needs to model the way
towards a responsible climate action plan that will identify a road map towards
environmental sustainability.
The Township of Georgian Bluffs has taken a very important first step on this journey by
creating a Climate Action Committee, comprised of residents and Council members that
share a passion for a more sustainable world. Acting as an advisory committee working
with staff, the committee will make recommendations for Council’s consideration. With
relatively small budgets, local governments are taking important steps to act responsibly
in areas that they can directly impact, that are of local concern, and that can provide
greater returns to the communities they represent.
The Climate Action Committee has already met several times, making important and
significant progress into various topics including:


Discussing ways to bring awareness to climate change,



Leverage the experiences of other jurisdictions that started this initiative years
ago, so the Township can, in a financially responsible way, learn from and
eventually leapfrog to become leaders,



Explore partnership opportunities with like-minded organizations



Become members in leading climate change organizations like Partners for
Climate Change (PCP) and Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities
(BARC)



Discussing a “green mindset” within both the administration, Council members
and the public where decisions are made through a “climate lens”,



Exploring all available grant opportunities to fund many Council-approved
initiatives,



Incorporating climate change into legislatively-required Asset Management
Plans,



Strategies to leverage our natural-based assets as a community strength for a
sustainable future

Report CAO2021-01
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Inviting representatives of Grey County to present and share the County’s
“Climate Change Action Plan”

Analysis
Council will soon be commencing their 2021 budget deliberations - now is the
appropriate time to help provide context and insight into required sustainability and
climate action plans. The process will not be a quick nor easy one, but one that is
required nonetheless. Transforming a culture and changing the thought patterns and
habits of staff and ratepayers alike will take time. The Township, its elected officials,
and its senior leaders need to model the way and demonstrate that a climate action
“lens” will be applied to all decisions and action plans moving forward, similar to steps
taken concerning accessibility years ago. Governments took accessibility seriously and
vastly improved accessibility for all in our communities. Climate action requires a
similar commitment and approach to transforming Georgian Bluffs and the region in
general.
Studies and trends continue to confirm that incidents related to climate change are on
the rise, including flooding and fires, rising water levels and severe weather incidents,
together starting to cost governments, insurers, private businesses and residents
billions annually. Understanding that local level governments are on the front line of
these new realities, leaders in Georgian Bluffs have started to think about next steps to
help mitigate risks and contribute to climate change initiatives – green roofs on
buildings, sustainable planning, road networks for more than just cars, water
conservation, etc. all require consideration during the decision-making process.
Over the next few years, with Council’s direction, the Township and its ratepayers will
benefit from both tried and tested programs, unique and targeted initiatives, increased
awareness and education programs, and measurable successes. Various action plans
will be commenced, including a Council-approved Climate Action Plan, Community
Energy Plan, and ultimately a Climate Adaption Capital Program. Combined, the
strategy will reduce the Township’s carbon footprint and Green House Gas emissions to
do our part in protecting our planet and our residents from climate change events.
Building off the natural beauty of the Niagara Escarpment, the scenic vistas, the
countless natural trails, waterfalls, green space, the Township of Georgian Bluffs will
become a leader in climate change and awareness programs, in collaboration with
industry leaders, community experts, and interested residents.

Report CAO2021-01
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Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) and Building Adaptive & Resilient Communities
(BARC)
To assist in development of the Council-approved Climate Action Plan, Community
Energy Plan, and ultimately the Climate Adaption Capital Program, staff have
investigated membership in both the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) and Building
Adaptive & Resilient Communities (BARC) programs. Addressing mitigation and
adaptation from a climate lens, both programs establish milestones, goals and
benchmarks for observance throughout the climate action planning process.
Partners for Climate Protection
(PCP)

Building Adaptive &
Resilient Communities
(BARC)

Membership Fee

No charge.

Less than 50,000 in
population = $20,000.00
(one time fee)

Implementation

Resolution to be passed by Council
supporting membership.

Payment of fee through
ICLEI Canada (Local
Governments for
Sustainability Canada)

Framework

Mitigation focused. Five milestones.

Adaptation focused. Five
milestones.

Benefits

Creates an emissions baseline, sets
targets for reductions and actions
for monitoring and maintaining set
reductions.

Completion of Vulnerability
and Risk Assessments,
adaptation actions and a
plan to implement said
actions.

Membership provides municipalities
access to tools, case studies, and
other informational resources.
Other users

Website

Report CAO2021-01

Over 450 Canadian municipalities
enrolled.

Membership provides each
municipality with planning
and research assistance.
77+ Canadian
municipalities currently
active, including Barrie and
Caledon.

https://fcm.ca/en/programs/partners- https://icleicanada.org/barcclimate-protection
program/
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In considering climate comparators to the Township, including Huron Kinloss, both
programs were used collaboratively throughout development of the Climate Action Plan.
It is anticipated that through on-boarding of a climate planning consultant, the Township
will commence moving through each milestone, with projected dates of completion to be
determined in conjunction with said consultant.

Milestones

Partners for Climate Protection
(PCP)
Creating a Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Inventory and Forecast:

1



Build mitigation team.



Collect data for baseline.



Measure / quantity baseline
emissions.



Develop energy forecasts.

Setting an Emissions Reduction
Target:

2

Report CAO2021-01



Determine green house gas
reduction targets.



Receive Council
endorsement – Council
must adopt the reduction
target prior to moving
forward.

Building Adaptive & Resilient
Communities (BARC)
Initiate:


Build Climate Change
Adaptation Team. Should
be a mix of municipal and
community members.



Evaluate actions the
Township has already taken
to increase resilience to
climate change.

Research:


Outline and evaluate
climatic projections for the
Township.



Develop impact statements:
how the township could be
impacted by weather
variables.



Vulnerability assessment:
measure the Township’s
ability to manage identified
impacts.



Risk assessment: the
likelihood of an impact
occurring, and its negative
consequences to the
community’s built, social,
environmental, and
ecological systems.
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Developing a Local Action Plan:


Establish mitigation goals
and objectives.



Identify mitigation actions.



Evaluate green house gas
reduction potential of
identified mitigation actions.



Create a mitigation plan.

3

Implement the mitigation plan:
4



Establish a vision
statement, goals and
objectives regarding
adaptation planning.



Create a long list of
adaptation actions, to
address impacts identified
as a priority in Milestone 2.



Consult baseline date to
identify expected outcomes.



Create draft adaptation
plan.

Implement:



Present the plan to Council
for approval.



Present the plan to Council
for approval.



Report on successes.



Report on successes.

Monitor progress:

5

Planning:

Track progress.

Monitor / Plan:


Track progress.



Investigate future adaptation
options.



Revise plan.

As previously discussed by Committee, the County of Grey has also commenced
climate action planning, having created, circulated, and advertised a Request for
Proposals (RFP) for consulting services to create a workplan. The County has awarded
the contract to ICLEI Canada, which has also worked with multiple municipalities
throughout Ontario. Attached for Committee’s information is the RFP, ICLEI’s submitted
proposal and an informational presentation regarding the County’s progress thus far.
Staff are committed to approaching climate action planning collaboratively, identifying
methods of working jointly with both upper and lower tiers in the Grey Bruce region.

Report CAO2021-01
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Financial Impact
Currently, initial budget requirements total $150,000 over a three-year period, starting in
2021. The draft 2021 budget includes a request of $50,000 to become members of
Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC) and to kick-off the project by
hiring a consultant to develop a Plan, calculate and confirm baseline emissions,
recommend a prioritized long-term work plan, and recommend a sustainable resource
plan to carry out the required work.
To date, staff have identified two potential grant funding streams for exploring, including
those available through the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and the Municipal
Energy Plan program. The Municipal Energy Plan program is available to municipalities
to assist in the climate action planning process, with available funding of up to
$90,000.00 for creation of the plan and $25,000.00 for maintenance and
implementation. Further, the Township is investigating partnership opportunities to
increase grant mining and application capacities, with more information to be presented
in the third quarter of this year.

Strategic Priorities
This report supports the Strategic Plan by demonstrating environmental stewardship,
improving communications, collaboration and transparency, and delivering effective and
cost-efficient services.

Conclusion
The impacts of climate change continue to develop and place stress on communities,
both on a global and local scale. The Township of Georgian Bluffs has taken a vital first
step in promoting sustainability via development of a Climate Action Committee, and the
Committee’s commitment towards development of a Climate Action Plan. It is
recommended that climate action planning remain a priority of the Township throughout
the next 3-5 years, and beyond.
Appendix A – Informational Presentation – Grey County Climate Action Plan
Appendix B – Request for Proposals – Grey County Climate Consultant
Appendix C – RFP Submission – ICLEI Canada (redacted)

Respectfully Submitted:
Al Meneses, Chief Administrative Office
Brittany Drury, Clerk
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:
Attachments:

Final Approval Date:

Climate Action Plan.docx
- CCAP Presentation - Municipal CAO's Feb 12th
PDF.pdf
- RFP-Climate Change Action Consultant.pdf
- ICLEI Proposal original Redacted - CCAP.pdf
Feb 18, 2021

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Jenn Burnett, Senior Planner
Tim Lewis, Chief Building Official / By-law Enforcement Officer
Steven Dollmaier, Director of Operations
Janet Hilts, HR Manager
Kassandra Rocca, Director of Finance / Treasurer
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Update for Municipal CAO’s
February 12th, 2021
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1







Understand current and projected GHG
emissions
Develop a GHG reduction target and set of
goals
Identify strategies and actions to reduce GHG
emissions
Prepare the Climate Change Action Plan
Partner with municipalities and various
stakeholders to implement strategies and actively
work towards achieving targets
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Follows FCMICLEI’s Partners
for Climate
Protection
Program
Plan will meet
requirements for
Milestones 1-3
Targeting
completion of
draft plan by
Spring 2021
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Conservation Authorities
Health Unit
Municipal Staff
Bruce County
Community Climate Action Team (CAT) Groups
Members of the public - Surveys, Workshop in a Box
Economic Development – RTO7, Small Business Enterprise
Centre, Economic and Tourism Advisory Committee
Agricultural Groups – Grey Ag Services, ALUS, Grey County
Federation of Agriculture
Seniors – Council of Aging
Corporate Stakeholders
Utility – Enbridge, Hydro One
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Focusing on community &
corporate emissions
Theme areas to meet targets
and goals:
◦ Buildings
◦ Transportation
◦ Waste
◦ Agriculture
◦ Land-Use
◦ Energy
◦ Protecting Waterways and
Shorelines
Page 36 of 168
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The County of Grey is a clear and visible climate
leader; taking actions to address climate change
throughout municipal operations and in the
community. By embracing energy conservation,
innovative solutions, promoting awareness, and
working with residents and businesses, the County is
creating a more prosperous, sustainable, and
healthier future in Grey that is equitable, accessible,
and inclusive of urban and rural lifestyles.
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A community inventory
captures the GHG emissions
produced from key sectors
and activities within the
community as a whole
A corporate inventory
captures the GHG emissions
associated with a local
government’s operations and
services
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Buildings & Facilities
Fleet Vehicles
Streetlights & Traffic Signals
Water & Wastewater
Solid Waste
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Corporate Energy & Emissions by Sector
2018 Baseline
Streetlights
1%

Streetlights
6%
Fleet
21%

Fleet
39%

Total Energy
Consumption
104,193 GJ
Buildings
73%

Total GHG
Emissions
3819 tCO2e

Buildings
60%

Draft and subject to change

Draft and subject to change
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You can’t manage what you don’t measure!

Stationary Energy Use
 Residential
 Commercial & Institutional
 Industrial
 Fugitive Emissions
Transportation
 Private Vehicle Use
 Public Transit (buses)
 Off-Road
Waste
 Solid Waste
 Wastewater
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Community Emissions by Subsector
2018 Baseline
Industrial
Off-Road
Solid Waste
Buildings
Vehicles
(Landfill)
21,555
21,631
45,768
3%
3%
6%

Commercial/Institutional
Buildings
78,912
10%
Residential
Buildings
83,908
11%

Unmetered
Biological
117
Treatment of
Wastewater 0%
Waste
3,083
(Compost)
0%
85
0%

Total Emissions
773,527 tCO2e

Cost per person:
8.01 tCO2e
Agriculture
342,715
44%

Private
Vehicles
173,777
23%
Draft and subject to change
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BUILDINGS

TRANSPORTATION

LAND USE

ENERGY

WASTE

AGRICULTURE

PROTECTION OF
WATERWAYS AND
SHORELINES
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Objective: To prioritize energy
conservation by building cleaner more
efficient buildings, retrofitting existing
structures, creating indoor spaces that
are more comfortable for residents
while ensuring policies are equitable
and reduce energy poverty across our
communities
 Strategy #1: Residential Building
Energy Efficiency Retrofit Program
 Strategy #2: Commercial Building
Energy Efficiency Retrofit Program
 Strategy #3: Industrial Energy
Efficiency
 Strategy #4: Green Standard for New
Buildings
 Strategy #5: Energy Efficiency
Education and Awareness Program
Page 44 of 168
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Objective: To transition Grey County’s
transportation sector to low-carbon
vehicles and increase participation in
active transportation modes, reduce
emissions, increase air quality, and
encourage healthy lifestyles while
increasing connectively and mobility
amongst rural and urban spaces
across the County.
 Strategy #6: Promote Public Transit
and Car-Share Programs
 Strategy #7: Electric Vehicle Car
Share Program
 Strategy #8: Electric Vehicle
Adoption
 Strategy #9: Transportation Modal
Shift (Active Transportation)
Page 45 of 168
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Objective: To collaborate with and
support the lower-tier municipalities in
their initiatives to divert waste from
landfills, to establish innovative ways to
create a circular economy in Grey, and
work together with the community to
sustainability manage our waste well
into the future.
 Strategy #10: Enhance Re-Use and
Rebuild Opportunities
 Strategy #11: Collaborate with LowerTier Municipalities to Support Waste
Diversion
 Strategy #12: Waste Reduction
Education and Awareness Program
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Objective: To prioritize the needs of
farmers and provide support by developing
resources and tools, leveraging funding for
on-site projects and new technologies as
well as recognizing the importance of a
vibrant, sustainable, and healthy farming
community to Grey now and into the future.
 Strategy #13: Develop and Partner on
Awareness and Education Opportunities
 Strategy #14: Promote Biogas Capture
and Conversion
 Strategy #15: Energy Efficiency Retrofits
for the Farming Community
 Strategy #16: Agriculture Climate
Adaptation Plan
 Strategy #17: Promote Locally Grown
Food
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Objective: Continue to promote
compact, mixed-use development
and integrate smart growth
principles into land use planning
processes, while preserving and
expanding Grey County’s natural
areas to create healthy, vibrant,
sustainable communities to live,
work and play.
 Strategy #18: Compact, MixedUse Development
 Strategy #19:
Reforestation/Afforestation,
Habitat and Biodiversity
Protection
Page 48 of 168
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Objective: Promoting renewable
energy in the County that is
owned and operated locally, has
minimal impact on the
surrounding landscape,
develops jobs locally, and
supports the energy
independence of residents and
business.
 Strategy #20: Renewable
Energy (Solar PV)
 Strategy #21: Renewable
Energy Policy
Page 49 of 168
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Objective: To ensure the protection
of waterways and shorelines
including lakes, rivers and stream,
and to reduce the impact of flooding
on local infrastructure.

 Strategy #22: Prevention of
Shoreline Erosion
 Strategy #23: Reducing the Risk
of Flooding
 Strategy #24: Conservation and
Protection of Wetlands
 Strategy #25: Monitoring Water
Quality within Waterways
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1)
2)
3)

Developing a climate lens
Collective municipal awareness and education campaign e.g., waste,
transportation
Exploring opportunities for local renewable energy generation


4)
5)
6)

Increasing energy efficiency in municipal buildings
Designing roadways that are safe and accessible for all users
Expanding local transit options


7)

Update to Official Plan policies to allow for renewable energy

Developing Transit Master Plans and/or encouraging active transportation

Supporting the use of more zero or low emission vehicles
 Electric vehicle charging stations

8)
9)

Expanding initiatives to divert waste from landfills
Preserving natural areas and significant environmental features
 Municipal Tree Management By-laws

10)
11)

Explore development of electric vehicle infrastructure throughout the
County
Partnering with Conservation Authorities and municipalities to strengthen
the natural heritage and hazard mapping
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1)
2)
3)
4)

What is happening in your municipalities in
terms of climate change discussion?
How should the County consult with each
respective municipality?
How can we work collectively to implement the
strategies in the CCAP?
What do you see as the County’s role in
climate action planning at the municipal level?
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Next Steps
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Purchasing
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
FOR THE PROVISION OF

A Climate Change Action Plan Consultant
RFP-PCD-06-19
Issue Date:

August 23, 2019

Closing Date:

September 18, 2019

Time:

1:59:59 pm Local Time

Location:

Bonfire Website

Attention:

Sharon Melville, Buyer

Late Submissions will not be accepted.
The lowest or any Submission may not necessarily be accepted
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Instructions to Respondents
Section 1 – General Conditions
1.1
Form of Proposal
All Proposals must be upon the forms provided:
1.1.1 Proposal Form
1.1.2 Bidder Information Form
1.1.3 Ability and Experience Form
1.1.4 Pricing Form - Details of pricing shall only be present within the Bid Table
section of Bonfire
1.1.5 Respondent Proposal Details including experience, qualifications and
work plan (excluding all pricing)
1.2
Submission Process
The County has made a change as to how proposals are to be delivered. Please
follow the attached web link to gain access to the Grey County portal on Bonfire.
Files are to be uploaded to the attached website and are not to be delivered to
the Grey County Administration building.
Link to Bonfire Website
1.2.1 Requested Files:
Organize your Submission into the following individual files (note the
required file types):
Requested Information
Name

Type

# Files Requirement Availability

Proposal Form

File Type:
1
PDF (.pdf)

Required

Complete form,
scan and upload as
PDF

Respondent’s Information
Form

File Type:
1
PDF (.pdf)

Required

Complete form,
scan and upload as
PDF

Respondent’s Ability and
Experience Form

File Type:
1
PDF (.pdf)

Required

Complete form,
scan and upload as
PDF

Proposal Details including
similar experience, team
qualifications, understand
and work plan

File Type: 1
PDF (.pdf)
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Required

Scan and upload
as one PDF
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Type

Pricing Form

File Type:
1
PDF (.pdf)

Purchasing

# Files Requirement Availability

Required

Complete form,
scan and upload as
PDF

Each file has a maximum size of 100MB. You will upload each file individually into the
Dropbox.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
Uploading large documents may take significant time, depending on the size of the
file(s) and your Internet connection speed. Allocate sufficient time for all uploads to
complete prior to the official closing time. Submissions will not be accepted after the
official closing time.
You can only upload ONE file into each document upload slot. If you upload more
than 1 file into the same upload slot, only the last file uploaded will be saved. Combine
multiple files before uploading if required.
You will receive an email confirmation receipt after all files have been uploaded, and
you have finalized your submission.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
Grey County is utilizing a BonfireHub digital submission dropbox. Please contact Bonfire
at Support@GoBonfire.com for technical questions related to your submission.
1.3

Definitions
Corporation:

Refers to “The Corporation of the County of Grey”

Owner:

Refers to “The Corporation of the County of Grey”

Proponent/Respondent: Refers to “any eligible entity providing a Proposal”
Successful Respondent: Refers, in the event of an award, “to the selected
respondent”
RFP:
1.4

Refers to “Request for Proposal”

Proposal Closing
Proposal submissions must be received by the County of Grey:
1:59:59 PM local time, September 18, 2019
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Late Submissions
Bidders will not be able to access the Bonfire portal after 1:59:59PM on the day
of close.

1.6

Proposal Opening

1.7

Respondents are advised there will NOT be a public opening for this RFP.
Submissions received, by the date and time of closing, will be opened
administratively by respective members of the Corporation at a time subsequent
to the closing.
Last Date for Questions

1.8

Questions/Queries regarding the Proposal will only be received until 4:30 p.m.
local time three days prior to closing date.
Completion of the Proposal

1.9

All items shall be submitted according to any instruction in the Request for
Proposal Documents.
Proposals which are incomplete, conditional, illegible or obscure, or that contain
additions not called for, reservations, erasures, alterations incorrectly submitted,
or irregularities of any kind may be rejected.
Proposal Withdrawal
Any Bidder who has submitted a proposal to the Bonfire portal may update their
proposal at any time prior to the specified time and date of closing. The last
proposal received will supersede all proposals previously submitted.
Bidders may also remove their proposal from the Bonfire portal at any time prior
to the time of closing. Please contact the County if you require any assistance.

1.10

Respondent Expense

1.11

Any expenses incurred by the Respondent in the preparation of the Proposal
submission are entirely the responsibility of the Respondent and will NOT be
charged to the Corporation.
Examination of Request for Proposal Documents
Each Respondent must satisfy himself/herself by a personal study of the RFP
documents, by calculations, and by personal inspection of the site, respecting the
conditions existing or likely to exist in connection with the proposed work. There
will be no consideration of any claim, after Submission of Proposals, that there is
a misunderstanding with respect to the conditions imposed by this RFP.
Prices must include all incidental costs and the Respondent must be satisfied as
to the full requirements of the RFP. No claims for extra work will be entertained
and any additional works must be authorized in writing prior to commencement.
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1.12

Should the Respondent require more information or clarification on any point, it
must be obtained prior to the submission of the RFP.
Inquiries, Discrepancies and Interpretations

1.13

Should a Respondent find omissions from or discrepancies in any of the RFP
documents, or should the Respondent be in doubt as to the meaning of any part
of such documents, the Respondent shall notify the designated person and office
without delay. If the designated person considers that a correction, explanation
or interpretation is necessary or desirable, an addendum will be issued to all who
have received RFP documents.
No oral explanation or interpretation will modify any of the requirements or
provisions of the Proposal documents.
Acceptance or Rejection of Proposals
1.13.1

The Corporation reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals, and to
waive formalities as the interests of the Corporation may require without
stating reasons therefore.
Notwithstanding and without restricting the generality of the statement
immediately above, the Corporation shall not be required to award or
accept a Proposal, or recall the Proposals at a later date:
a) When only one Proposal has been received as a result of the Proposal
call.
b) Where the most responsive and responsible Respondent substantially
exceeds the estimated cost of the goods or service.
c) When all Proposals received fail to comply with the Specifications or
Proposal Terms and Conditions.
d) Where a change in the scope of work or specifications is required.

1.13.2

The Corporation shall not be responsible for any liabilities, costs,
expenses, loss or damage incurred, sustained or suffered by any
Respondent by reason of the acceptance or the non-acceptance by the
Corporation of any Proposal or by reason of any delay in the acceptance
of a Proposal, except as provided in the Proposal document.

1.13.3

Each Proposal shall be open for acceptance by the Corporation for a
period of 90 calendar days following the date of closing.

1.13.4

Where the Proposal documents do not state a definite delivery/work
schedule and a submitted Proposal is based on an unreasonable
delivery/work schedule, the Proposal may be rejected.
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1.14

Errors and/or Omissions

1.15

The Corporation shall not be held liable for any errors and/or omissions in any
part of this RFP. While the Corporation has used considerable efforts to ensure
an accurate representation of information in this RFP, the information contained
in the RFP is supplied solely as a guideline for Respondents. The information is
not guaranteed or warranted to be accurate by the Corporation, nor is it
necessarily comprehensive or exhaustive. Nothing in the RFP is intended to
relieve the Respondents from forming their own opinions and conclusions with
respect to the matters addressed in the RFP.
Addenda

1.16

If required by the Corporation, addenda will be distributed to all Respondents
registered as a document taker for this Proposal. Addenda will be distributed
using the latest contact information as provided by the Respondent. It is the
Respondent’s responsibility to notify the Corporation of any changes to their
email or mailing address. It is the Respondent’s ultimate responsibility to ensure
all addenda have been received.
Respondents shall be required to acknowledge receipt of addenda on the
Respondent’s Proposal Form contained in the Proposal document.
Proposal Award Procedures
Unless stated otherwise, the following procedures will apply:
1.16.1 The Corporation will notify the Successful Respondent of the award, in
writing, within 90 calendar days of the Proposal Closing.
1.16.2

1.17

Immediately after acceptance of the Proposal by the Corporation, the
Successful Respondent shall provide the Corporation with the Certificate
of Liability Insurance, if required, and any other required documents
within 14 calendar days of the date of Notification of Acceptance &
Award.

Ability and Experience of Respondent
The Corporation of the County of Grey will not award this contract to any
Respondent who does not furnish satisfactory evidence of possessing the ability
and experience in this class of work and sufficient capital and
equipment/manpower to ensure acceptable performance and completion of the
Proposal. Any proposal will be considered non-compliant if reference checks or
past experience is deemed unsatisfactory, in the opinion of the County of Grey.
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Indemnification
The successful Respondent shall indemnify and hold harmless the Corporation,
its officers and employees from and against any and all liabilities, claims,
demands, loss, cost, damages, actions, suits or other proceedings by
whomsoever made, directly or indirectly arising out of the project attributable to
bodily injury, sickness, disease or death or to damage to or destruction of
tangible property caused by any acts or omissions of the Respondent, its officers,
agents, servants, employees, customers, invitees or licensees, or occurring in or
on the premises or any part thereof and, as a result of activities under this
Project. Neither the Owner nor the Successful Respondent shall be obligated to
indemnify the other party in any manner whatsoever for the other party’s own
negligence or for the negligence of anyone other than their own officers, agents,
servants, employees, customers, invitees or licensees.
This indemnity shall survive the expiration or early termination of this Agreement
and continue in full force and effect.

1.19

Regulation Compliance and Legislation

1.20

The successful Respondent shall ensure all services and products provided in
respect to this Proposal are in accordance with, and under authorization of all
applicable authorities, Municipal, Provincial and/or Federal legislation and
Standards.
Sub-Consultants

1.21

No sub consultants or collateral agreements shall be permitted with respect to
the work of this assignment, except with the Corporation’s express written
consent and, in advance of commencement of sub consultant activities.
Failure to obtain this consent may result in cancellation of the contract with the
Successful Respondent.
Retrieval of Official Document And Addenda
Only documents found on the County of Grey’s website are to be considered the
"official" documents. The County of Grey accepts no responsibility for the
accuracy of information found on other websites. The onus is on the Respondent
to check this site to verify they have received all relevant information.
Addenda will be posted on this website. Although we will attempt to e-mail
registered Respondents to notify you when addenda are posted on the website,
we do not guarantee that e-mails will be sent to you or received by you. It is the
Respondent's sole responsibility to check the website often to inform themselves
of any posted addenda.
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1.22

Character and Employment of Workers

1.23

The successful Respondent shall employ only orderly, competent, and skillful
employees to ensure that the services are carried out in a respectable manner.
In the event that any person employed by the Successful Respondent in
connection with the service arising out of this Proposal gives, in the opinion of the
Corporation, just cause for complaint, the successful Respondent upon
notification by the Corporation in writing, shall not permit such person to continue
in any future service arising out of this Proposal.
Governing Laws

1.24

This Proposal and subsequent contract/agreements will be interpreted and
governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario.
Freedom of Information
All correspondence, documentation and information provided shall become the
property of the County. Any personal information required on the documentation
presented is received under the authority of the Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 1989, RSO, 1990. This information
will be an integral component of the quote submission.
All written Proposals received by the County become a public record, once a
Proposal is accepted by the County of Grey, and a contract is signed, all
information contained in them is available to the public, including personal
information.
Questions about collection of personal information and the Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 1989, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter M.56, as
amended, should be directed to:
Clerk, County of Grey
595 9th Avenue East, Owen Sound, Ontario
N4K 3E3 Telephone 519-376-2205
The Clerk has been designated by the Corporation of the County of Grey Council
to carry out the responsibilities of the Act.
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Section 2 – Specific Conditions
2.1

Notification of Award
The Corporation will notify only the successful vendor in writing. Results are
available at www.grey.ca/purchasing. The proposals to offer products and/or
services in accordance with this RFP are to be held firm for a minimum of 90
days. Please note: The County reserves the right to not award to any
Respondent upon completion of this Request for Proposal process.

2.2

Patent, Copyright or Other Proprietary Rights
In accordance with Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy
Act, Respondents are reminded to clearly identify in their Proposal material, any
specific scientific, technical, commercial, proprietary, intellectual or similar
confidential information, the disclosure of which could cause them injury or
damage.
Respondents are encouraged to place all such details and information within a
separate section of their submission. Complete Proposal details are not to be
identified as “Confidential”.

2.3

Pricing
No alterations, additions or deletions from the accepted Tender price will be
permitted without the prior written approval of the Owner(s).

2.4

Payment
The normal terms of payment for the Corporation will be net thirty (30) calendar
days. Invoices for such services shall be forwarded to the County of Grey Finance
Department for processing.

2.5

Performance
Any undue delays in the execution of the work and/or costs incurred by the
Corporation due to inefficiencies in performance on behalf of the successful
Respondent shall be deemed to be the responsibility of that Respondent and as
such, any and all costs, as deemed appropriate and reasonable compensation
for the Corporation, will be assessed to the successful Respondent.

2.6

Failure to Perform
Failure of the Consultant to perform in accordance within submitted specifications
will void the contract.

2.7

Assignment of Contract
The successful Respondent shall not assign transfer, convey, sublet or otherwise
dispose of this contract or his/her right, title or interest therein, or his power to
execute such contract, to any other person, company or corporation, without the
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previous consent, in writing, of the Corporation’s officials, which consent shall not
be unreasonably withheld.
2.8

Proposal Evaluation
The specific evaluation criteria are as stipulated under Section 4 of the RFP. All
submissions must be in compliance with the requirements of the RFP process in
order to be considered for evaluation.

2.9

Liability Insurance
The successful bidder shall, at its expense, obtain and keep in force during the
term of this Agreement, Insurance satisfactory to the County of Grey, including
the following and underwritten by an insurer licensed to conduct business in the
Province of Ontario:
(a) Commercial General Liability with a limit of liability of not less than
$2,000,000/occurrence, including:
i) The Owner shall be named as an additional insured including a
provision for cross liability
(b) Professional liability with limits of not less than $1,000,000.
(c) That 30 days prior notice of an alteration, cancellation or material change in
policy terms which reduces coverages, shall be given in writing to the Owner.

2.10 Certificate of Insurance
Within 14 days of award, the successful Proponent shall provide the County with
a Certificate of Insurance acceptable to the County and, if requested by the
County, certified copies of the insurance policies. The Certificate of Insurance
must comply with the insurance requirements outlined in this Bid Solicitation and
must be on the County’s form of Certificate of Insurance, which can be found on
the County’s website – Website link. If the Certificate of Insurance is provided in
a non-original form (e.g. a facsimile, photocopy or scanned electronic copy), the
Proponent acknowledges and agrees that the County is fully entitled to treat any
such Certificate as an original and that the Proponent will be responsible for the
accuracy and validity of the information contained therein.
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2.11 Health & Safety/WSIB
The successful bidder is responsible for all costs associated with its workplace
accidents and all premiums or assessments owing to the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Board (WSIB), or insurance company if applicable for its own
employees. If requested, the successful bidder shall, throughout the Term of the
Agreement, provide the County with evidence of coverage for itself, its
employees, subcontractors and subcontractors’ employees under the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act or insurance policy.
The successful bidder shall comply with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(Ontario), the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act (Ontario), the Human Rights
Act, (Ontario), and applicable regulations under such legislation and all other
legal obligations with respect to worker health, safety and treatment.
2.12 Limited Liabilities
The Corporation's liability under this Proposal shall be limited to the actual
goods/services ordered and provided.
2.13 Extra Work
No work shall be regarded as extra work, unless it is ordered in writing by the
Corporation and with the agreed price for the same specified in said order,
provided said price is not otherwise determined by the Proposal. A statement of
the cost of extra work shall be made within 30 calendar days after the completion
of the said extra work.
2.14 Laws, Notices, Permits & Fees
The successful Respondent shall obtain the necessary permits and pay the
required fees as they pertain to this assignment, which are in force at the date of
the Proposal Closing. The County will pay the cost of any such Permit fees.
The successful Respondent shall give the required notices and comply with the
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and orders of the authorities having
jurisdiction which are, or become, in force during the period for which services
are performed in accordance with the schedule of work.
2.15 Cancellation
a) The Corporation reserves the right to immediately terminate the Contract for
sufficient cause, including but not limited to such items as non-performance,
late deliveries, inferior quality, pricing problems, etc.
b) If the successful Respondent should neglect to execute the work properly, or
fail to perform any provision of this Award, the Corporation, after three
business days written notice to the successful Respondent, may, without
prejudice to any other remedy in existence, make good such deficiencies and
may deduct the cost thereof from any payment then and thereafter due to the
successful Respondent. Continued failure of the successful Respondent to
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execute the work properly shall result in a termination of Contract. The
Corporation shall provide written notice of termination.
The Corporation may elect to terminate the Contract if the original terms and
conditions are significantly changed, giving 30 calendar day’s written notice to
the successful Respondent.
Either party may terminate the Contract by giving the other party 60 calendar
day’s written notice, giving reasons acceptable to the other. A period of less
than 60 calendar days to terminate the contract may be negotiable if mutually
agreeable among the parties involved in the Contract.
Failure to maintain the required documentation during the term of this contract
may result in suspension of the work activities and/or cancellation of the
contract.
Should the Proponent withdraw the development application or alter it
substantially so as to nullify the need for this peer review, then this contract
will be terminated.

2.16 Conflict of Interest
This proposal is made by the Respondent without any connection, knowledge,
comparison of figures or arrangement with any other person or persons making a
proposal for the same work and is in all respects fair and without collusion or
fraud.
It will be deemed a conflict of interest if the recommendation is to sell/lease the
property and the awarded Respondent assists or is affiliated with a potential
buyer/lessee.
2.17 Proposal Evaluation and Qualification Criteria
An Evaluation Committee will evaluate each of the RFP’s received in accordance
with the evaluation criteria as set out below in Section 4. The Committee
reserves the right to enter into further discussions in order to obtain information
that will allow the Committee to reach a decision with a Respondent, and to
waive irregularities and omissions if, in doing so, the best interest of the
Corporation will be served.
The Corporation reserves the right to interview any, all or none of the
respondents that submit a Proposal to provide the evaluation team with
additional insight into the Respondent’s ability to meet the requirements as
requested in the RFP. The interviews would be conducted by the
representatives of the Evaluation Committee as soon as possible but preferably
within two weeks of the RFP close.
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The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate the expanse of services with the
awarded respondent in order to reduce cost to meet budget requirements.
The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate with the awarded respondent to
either expand or reduce the scope of the project to meet all requirements.
2.18 Contact
All enquiries relative to the “Proposal and Award Process” shall be directed to:
‘Terms of Reference’ Contact
Hiba Hussain
County of Grey
(519) 372-0219 ext. 1233
595 9th Avenue East
Owen Sound, ON N4K 3E3
hiba.hussain@grey.ca

‘RFP Process’ Contact
Sharon Melville, Buyer
County of Grey
(519) 372-0219 ext. 1244
595 9th Avenue East
Owen Sound ON N4K 3E3
sharon.melville@grey.ca

Respondents shall submit inquiries via E-mail to both contacts.
Questions of clarification will be answered individually, but response(s) to any
question that modifies the scope of the RFP will be circulated in writing as a RFP
Addendum to all respondents who have received the RFP document from the
Corporation.
Inquiries must be received no later than 4:30 p.m. 3 working days prior to the
closing date of the RFP; otherwise, a response may not be provided.
2.19 Term
The project shall be completed by August 2020.
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Section 3 – Terms of Reference
3.1 Scope of Work
The Province recently approved the new County of Grey (County) Official Plan,
Recolour Grey. As part of our next steps to achieve our environmental and natural
heritage goals, the County of Grey is looking to develop a Climate Change Action
Plan (CCAP).
Proposals are invited from qualified consultants (hereafter referred to as ‘the
consultant’) to help provide data and information to the County of Grey in the
process of developing our CCAP. The Grey County CCAP will be based on the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) Partners for Climate Protection
(PCP) Model. http://www.fcm.ca/home/programs/partners-for-climateprotection.htm
The County has budgeted $50,000 for the completion of this project by August
2020.
The successful consultant will work with the County, municipalities, stakeholders,
and community members to develop parts of an action plan that establishes a clear
vision for the future, sets goals and objectives and establishes a clear plan for
climate change. This Climate Change Action Plan will identify a path forward for a
‘sustainable community’ and identify and close gaps in the existing policy
framework to achieve the vision and goals that will be developed in the Plan. The
CCAP will ultimately develop a results-oriented policy document that will identify
various projects and further policy initiatives that can be implemented to achieve
climate change goals and overall GHG reductions.
The Project will include four phases as follows:
Phase 1: Project planning, visioning and communication plan development;
Phase 2: FCM – PCP Milestone One - Completion of a full inventory of green
house gas (GHG) in the community and corporation;
Phase 3: FCM – PCP Milestone Two – Assessment of current situation and setting
of emissions reduction target;
Phase 4: FCM – PCP Milestone Three – Provide the County of Grey with
recommendations to develop Climate Change Action Plan policies. Set the
structure to develop implementation and monitoring strategy.
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PROVISIONAL:
Phase 5: Create a ready Climate Change Action Plan which will be provided to
staff upon completion.
3.2 Background
As a two-tier government, the County of Grey is made up of nine distinctive
municipalities which value their heritage, natural beauty, clean, healthy
environment and rural lifestyle. Many thousands more ‘non-permanent’ residents
have second and seasonal homes and recreational properties in the County, as
the popularity of this area for business, recreation and retirement continues to
grow. It is estimated that the county attracts over 1.8 million visitors annually. As
the fourth largest county in Ontario, Grey County covers an area of 4,513 square
kilometres or 454,000 hectares of land and is home to approximately 96,000
residents, with its southern boundary only 1 ½ hours north of Toronto. Grey County
currently maintains 877 kilometres of County roads and there are numerous
municipal roads, as well as Provincial Highways 6, 10, 21, 26 and 89 which
traverse Grey County.
The County recognizes the value of our charmed and irreplaceable natural setting.
Residents value their cultural heritage, the economic and environmental quality of
the area’s natural resources and agriculture; the entrepreneurship of local
businesses and the significance of the tourism industry. Furthermore, the County
wants to ensure that future growth is managed and developed in a sustainable
manner. A Growth Management Strategy that was completed for the County
indicated that the population of the County will grow to over 109,000 people by the
year 2038. Total Employment Growth for the County is intended to be over 45,000
jobs by the year of 2038. There are concerns that this projected growth may have
implications on the current environmental, economic, social and cultural facets of
the community. Furthermore, the County wants to ensure that future growth is
managed and developed in a sustainable manner that ensures the integrity of our
environment and natural heritage systems.
Grey County’s current Official Plan Recolour Grey, was approved by the Province
on June 6, 2019. As part of Recolour Grey, County planning staff developed
several discussion papers to outline the key sectors that are critical to Grey
County’s growth. Further, the County has undertaken a Natural Heritage System
Study called Green in Grey which was developed to understand and delineate the
complex natural heritage system located within the County. The study identified
key natural core areas and linkages and recommended policies related to these
features. The County has identified key areas of natural heritage protection and
has made natural heritage protection and climate change a priority.
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The County also recently worked with a team of students from the University of
Guelph’s Masters of Rural Planning and Development Program to create a report
titled ‘Climate-Conscious Grey: Developing a Climate Change Action Plan for Grey
County, Ontario’. This report provides some background research and high-level
recommendations that will be useful in developing the County’s Climate Change
Action Plan and the Grey County Energy Conservation and Demand Management
Plan. Through the Climate-Conscious Grey Report and the work being conducted
by other departments, County Council have determined Climate Change and the
environment a priority in Grey County.
The County of Grey is seeking proposals from qualified firms to provide consultant
services to develop a Grey County Climate Change Action Plan. The successful
consultant will work with the County, municipalities, stakeholders, and community
members to develop parts of an action plan that establishes a clear vision for the
future, sets goals and objectives and establishes a clear plan for climate change.
This Climate Change Action Plan will identify a path forward for a ‘sustainable
community’ and identify and close gaps in the existing policy framework to achieve
the vision and goals that will be developed in the Plan. The CCAP will ultimately
develop a results-oriented policy document that will identify various projects and
further policy initiatives that can be implemented to achieve climate change goals
and overall GHG reductions.
3.3 Objectives
The main objective of the Grey County Climate Change Action Plan is to
successfully reduce greenhouse gas emissions as set out in the FCM Partners for
Climate Protection Framework. Grey County is hoping to address many of the
impacts of climate change to our communities and to develop achievable
recommendations.
3.4 Phasing and Schedule of Work
The FCM PCP program is a process developed for municipalities to manage
energy. The consultant is expected to complete the first three phases of the FCM
PCP program, while also providing input on Phase four including, but not limited to
guidelines on an implementation and monitoring strategy.
3.4.1

Phase One: Project planning, visioning and communication plan
development
Engage Consultant
County staff will meet with the consultant to review and finalize the overall
proposal, understand and confirm the work plan, roles and responsibilities.
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All necessary local background material will start to be compiled and
provided to the consultant including the previous Green in Grey study, the
Recolour Grey Official Plan, and research conducted to date in regard to
corporate and regional climate change initiatives.
Form Organizational Structure
The Consultant will be required to create a Working Group, which should
include internal departments such as the Housing Department and the
Transportation Department and external organizations such as the Grey
Bruce Public Health Unit, Municipal staff, the Grey Bruce Climate Change
Working Group and the Conservation Authorities. These organizations
should be consulted early to provide guidance on the overall process and
will meet periodically to discuss engagement opportunities and outcomes,
and plan content. The Consultant will be required to meet with this
Working Group a minimum of three (3) times to get feedback throughout
the process and help inform decision making.
Identify Resource Needs and Relevant Background Information
A session with County planning staff will focus on technical information
such as a discussion of all relevant background information available or
needed, and data to be compiled.
Communication Plans and Tactics
The consultant will need to develop a compelling backgrounder
explaining why we are undertaking this project. Additional
communication tools are needed to act as the call to action for climate
change planning, conservation, and reduction. All communication tactics
are to be tailored to the local audience and a two-tier governmental
system. The Consultant will be required to conduct one workshop with
County Council to get their feedback on the CCAP. The Consultant will
also be required to present to County Council a minimum of two (2) times
during the process to provide updates and feedback on work completed to
date. The first presentation should occur during phase one while the
second presentation to Council should occur between phases three and
four. A key component is to further build staff and Council support, a
Climate Change and Protection presentations will be important to gather
Council feedback and create excitement around Climate Change.
The consultant will work with the Manager of Communications to develop
a communication plan using the County’s website and other
communication tools. Updates to the community and stakeholders on
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project scope, updates, promotion of events, and successes will be
developed and executed.
Support to staff in creating an organizational culture that
understands climate change and values the environment. There are
currently many staff and council members of Grey County that are
unaware of climate change and its impacts. The consultant must be able
to provide an effective method of implementing practices that mitigate
climate change so that it becomes a valued and ongoing part of Grey
County.
Complete and post an end of Phase communications and update to
staff.
3.4.2

Phase Two: Complete FCM Milestone One: Completion of a full
inventory of green house gas (GHG) in the community and
corporation
Conduct Facilitated Sessions to Introduce the Process
This stage will create a GHG emissions inventory to include identification
of consumption by all sectors rather than simply the former Green Energy
Act reporting requirements.
•

•

The corporate energy management plan will provide the corporate
inventory of energy consuming assets and their consumption by type.
The corporate energy management plan includes but not limited to:
fleet, recreation facilities, administrative buildings and infrastructure,
water, wastewater, solid waste, housing and street lights. The
consultant should identify further corporate energy consuming assets.
Areas evaluated in the community inventory may include but not
limited to: fuel (e.g. natural gas, fuel oil, etc.) and electrical
consumption for residential, commercial community waste and
community transportation sectors which includes active transportation.
The Grey County Climate Change Action Plan will also consider the
contributions of land use patterns, planned growth and green space to
climate change mitigation. The Consultant should identify further
community areas of focus for GHG emissions.

The information obtained is to be used for modeling purposes using GIS
or another analytical tool, as proposed by the Consultant.
Forecast Energy and GHG Emissions
Forecasting will involve conducting a Business-as-Usual (BAU) forecast
outlining energy and GHG emissions trends with current BAU
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consumption rates and projected population growth, land use pattern
developments for target dates 5,10, and 25 years forward. The Consultant
will provide the rationale for and confirmation of target dates.
This stage of forecasting will be focused on current BAU; supplemented
with later forecasting of energy, electrical and emissions trends under the
alternative scenarios that will be considered in the Grey County Climate
Change Action Plan.
Conduct Energy and GHG Emissions Mapping
This stage will identify and map energy demand and supply by sources
and infrastructure across the community. It will also map out the GHG
emissions by source, by sector and by percentage to illustrate current use.
This information will help to visualize the current and future energy and
GHG emissions which will be useful for the launch of the project.
Modeling
The Consultant will develop and refine input variables for the modeling of
GHG emissions and energy forecasting. The consultant will familiarize
County staff with this analytical tool and present the findings.
The consultant will define the variables, fixed assumptions and milestone
dates for spatial modeling related to land use, building (codes and
policies), transportation, energy systems, water, wastewater, and waste
management for key scenarios. The intent of the key scenarios is to
assess the full range of possible responses and their local impacts.
Scenarios to be discussed and confirmed with the consultant, County
Staff, and the Working Group include:
•

Modeling Scenario 1: Status quo:
i) Do as little as possible,
ii) Do what we think we can do – set target, and
iii) Do everything we can do – set target.

•

Modeling Scenario 2: Future State:
i) 5 years from now,
ii) 10 years from now, and
iii) 25 years from now.
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Identify Existing or Planned Initiatives, Opportunities & Constraints
This stage identifies energy demand and GHG emissions reduction
opportunities in existing and new initiatives, and the operation of County
owned assets. The consultant will consult with County staff, and other
stakeholders as needed to create an inventory of noteworthy GHG
reduction initiatives that are already underway or planned within the
Community and Corporate Sectors.
County Staff, Green in Grey, Recolour Grey, Energy Conservation and
Demand Management Plan, and the ‘Climate-Conscious Grey: Developing
a Climate Change Action Plan for Grey County, Ontario’ research study
will be prime sources of information about what is already happening in
the Corporate and Community Sectors as well as reference the policies,
by-laws, and resolutions that may affect the proposed projects. Municipal
documentation from Grey County’s member municipalities should also be
used as an information source.
The consultant will be expected to liaise with the relevant internal and
external organizations, and the working group to assess ongoing and
existing initiatives within the community along with their potential
contribution towards local energy conservation and GHG reductions.
The following are the tasks in this stage:

Community Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy

Communications

Consultant will work with County staff to
scope, plan and develop an engagement
strategy which will focus on creating
awareness, scope mitigation
opportunities and constraints. The
engagement strategy should focus on
communicating the state of GHG
emissions in the County and
opportunities for protentional emission
reductions measures.
In collaboration with staff, the consultant
will develop a strategy framework for
citizen and business empowerment
tools. Together, we will create a highly
useful, relevant, concise and web-based
source and tools regarding information,
measures, incentives for reducing
energy and emissions from homes,
buildings, transportation, waste and
lifestyle choices including local food. The
tools will include simple connections to
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energy and GHG emissions reduction
and conservation that fall in line with the
goals, objectives, actions and activities
of the Climate Change Action Plan.
The Consultant, in collaboration with
staff will identify grants that are available
to the County and prepare the
applications for those grants/funding
opportunities.

Funding/Grant Opportunities and
applications

The formulas, modelling and all strategies utilized to assess greenhouse gas (GHG) in
the community and corporation shall be the property of the County of Grey. The County
of Grey shall have access to all software, data, and information developed through this
plan for future monitoring and updating needs. The consultants shall use a methodology
for monitoring and implementation that can be used to monitor the plan after the
Consultants work is completed, and without the need for future professional consulting
services.
Finally, complete and post an end of Phase communications and update to staff.
3.4.1

Phase Three: Complete FCM Milestone Two: Assessment of current
situation and setting of emissions reduction target
Develop Goals and Targets
This phase would assess the potential implications of high-level changes
in policy and practice, as related to alternative GHG reduction target
scenarios. It would include consideration and analysis of various
opportunities and their associated policies, targets and actions, as well as
an assessment of their implications. The emission reduction potential of
the different scenarios would be quantified to assist County staff in
establishing and recommending updated reduction targets to Council.
The consultant will take the input from Council, staff and the public to
develop and define the vision and preliminary mitigation goals and targets,
generating recommendations for forecast dates, for an aggressive energy
and GHG emissions reduction agenda.
The following will be accomplished in this phase:
•

•

Develop strategies and policy recommendations to reduce energy use
and GHG emissions to support the vision, goals and targets in keeping
with the FCM milestone deliverables,
Develop proposed integrated land use, building, solid waste, water,
wastewater, and transportation strategies to support the vision and
goals, and
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Identify implementation strategies to increase energy efficiency
program participation in the community, particularly the commercial
business and residential sectors.

The process would involve:

Modeling

Scenarios

Strategy Development

Key Areas of Focus

Visual tool development – apply
analytical tools and/or models to explore
multiple scenarios related to future
energy use and GHG emissions
reduction, in consultation with staff and
the broader community.
Develop and assess future scenarios.
Following confirmation and validation of
assumptions and results complete a short
report that summarizes energy and
emissions performance results and
policy, development and operational
implications for each scenario. General
cost implications for all stakeholders will
also be evaluated.
In order to develop appropriate GHG
reduction targets, an analysis of future
emissions would be undertaken that
considers for example: future population
and economic growth rates, projected
land use patterns, the rate of building
energy efficiency retrofits, district energy
opportunities, likely provincial effects on
building codes, improved fuel efficiency
standards, the implications of projected
transportation improvements, and
changes to total transportation
movements.
The consultant will identify keys area of
focus and create a document that
outlines key actions that need to be
undertaken as part of the Climate
Change Action Plan. The document
should speak to a two-tier government
system and speak to how the
municipalities fit into larger County
Climate Change Action Plan. The
document shall include actions that can
be undertaken at both the County level
and at the municipal level but recognize
that member municipalities within Grey
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may develop their own action plans or
climate change strategies.

The consultant will analyze proposed strategies quantitatively, where
possible and qualitatively, for the potential to contribute to targets,
economic valuation, and alignment with co-benefits for environmental,
social and economic sustainability. Business case development will be
required. Areas may be identified where sensitivity analysis would be
helpful in further assessing targets, actions and measures.
The consultant will collaborate with staff to establish and utilize criteria for
selecting strategies that will successful lead to the reduction in GHG
emissions.
These criteria might include:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrated community support through the consultation process,
Initial cost of the initiative balanced against the payback period,
Comparison of cost per tonne and emission reductions,
Ability to build upon or have synergies with existing initiatives, and
Ability to engage the community and partner with stakeholder groups.

Priority strategies may be identified with viable short, medium and longterm strategies to be pursued by County staff. All key tasks will be
reviewed by County staff at this stage to prepare for pulling the plan
together for draft review and confirmation process.
Presentation to Council – Current Assessment & Emission Reduction
Targets Report
The Consultant will write a report on preliminary assessment and GHG
emission reductions targets, expected energy and GHG emission
performance outcomes and policy recommendations to address GHG
emissions. The Consultant will present to Council to obtain approval. Key
visuals will help explain the data. Consultant will update partnerships and
stakeholder engagement, general policy, planning, cost and development
implications.
Finally, complete and post an end of Phase communications and
update to staff.
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Phase 4: FCM Milestone Three - Provide the County of Grey with
recommendations to develop Climate Change Action Plan policies.
Set the structure to develop implementation and monitoring strategy
This phase forms the basis for the Climate Change Action Plan and would
present the recommended GHG emission reduction targets for the County
as well as the specific associated strategies, policies, and actions. By
analyzing current and forecasted GHG emissions with the Working Group,
the plan will outline the contribution that various sectors make to the total
Corporate and Community emissions. It will also indicate how various
factors such as urban form, density and transit, influence GHG emissions
by examining some of the research and precedents, and layout objective
and targets for reducing Corporate and Community GHG emissions. The
consultant will provide recommendations and varied scenarios that will be
utilized in the Climate Change Action Plan. The Consultant will create a
brief report on the recommendations and policies that should be included in
the Climate Change Action Plan.
Develop recommendations for the Climate Change Action Plan.
Grey County staff will write the Climate Change Action Plan with the
support of the Consultant. The Consultant will develop all key features of
the draft Climate Change Action Plan and provide the County with a report
outlining broadly the key ideas and policies that should be included in each
section of the Plan.
Develop recommendations for the Implementation and Monitoring
Plan.
Grey County staff will write the Implementation and Monitoring Plan with
the support of the Consultant. The Consultant will develop all key features
of the draft Implementation and Monitoring Plan and provide the County
with a report outlining broadly the key ideas and policies that should be
included in the Implementation and Monitoring Plan.
The Consultant shall speak to in their recommendations:
• Implementation phasing and prioritizing,
• An adaptive management strategy including ongoing monitoring and
reporting methodologies and indicators for both performance and
implementation,
• Identification and possibly the development of tools to promote success
for ongoing community energy and GHG emissions management and
reduction.
Key tasks in this phase include: vision, goals and targets for forecast
dates, for energy and GHG emissions; developing a structure for the
implementation plan including prioritized actions, timelines, costs, potential
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partners, outline of the monitoring and reporting, and Community
engagement sessions to seek input.
The formulas, modelling and all strategies utilized to develop the
implementation and monitoring recommendations shall be the property of
the County of Grey. The County of Grey shall have access to all software,
data, and information developed through this plan for future monitoring and
updating needs. The consultants shall use a methodology for monitoring
and implementation that can be used to monitor the plan after the
Consultants work is completed, and without the need for future professional
consulting services.
Finally, complete and post an end of Phase communications and
update to staff.

PROVISIONAL
3.4.3

Phase 5: Create a ready Climate Change Action Plan which will be
provided to staff upon completion
This task will include a focused session with the Working Group, as
needed, to write, review and confirm the draft Climate Change Action Plan.
The Consultant will be responsible for writing and producing a final copy of
the Climate Change Action Plan. This stage includes Council approval of
the draft Climate Change Action Plan and approval to conduct a community
engagement event to review and approve the draft plan. The Consultant
will lead both the presentations to Council and the community engagement
event. The Consultant will scope, plan and execute a community event
focused on discussion of the draft Climate Change Action Plan to gain
public and stakeholder feedback and support.
Develop Draft Climate Change Action Plan the Consultant will develop
all key features of the draft plan:
•
•
•
•

Vision, goals and targets; priority strategies and actions; outline of roles
and responsibilities
Synthesis of process and input from community and stakeholder
engagement; a description of partnerships
Recommendation of emission reduction actions; implementation plan;
approach to monitoring
Schedule and resources required to achieve the targets including
associated costs, such as implementation and review of plan; human
resources and resources needed
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3.5 Available Background Information
Grey County Current Official Plan - June 2019
https://docs.grey.ca/share/public?nodeRef=workspace://SpacesStore/faddf07b-99154617-b5ff-96de2e36092b
Grey County Growth Management Strategy – April 2008
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/ilfykM4jTiCC2rcDtCffgA
Grey County Growth Management Strategy Update – December 2015
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/gbXgOhWeTRSDknnmqiWM0w
Green in Grey: Natural Heritage Study – January 2017
https://www.grey.ca/programs-initiatives/green-grey-natural-environment-study
Climate-Conscious Grey By Guelph Research Students – April 2018
https://docs.grey.ca/share/public?nodeRef=workspace://SpacesStore/74bec817-0ae84831-abeb-b9baf483779b
Transportation Master Plan – September 2014
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/65Hda9GYShagfvrjltAkhg
Move Grey Discussion Paper –
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/ME8rd30gTKeFC7WeHA9SYg
Cultivate Grey Discussion Paper –
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/DbBwcSL2RJqfQaMjZhmIYQ
Develop Grey Discussion Paper –
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/qcrL5e6iTxOQyFATZGhS7A
Live Grey Discussion Paper –
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/zDITK9oRQDymQxKxDo3YCQ
Natural Grey Discussion Paper –
https://docs.grey.ca/share/s/M95qUtakSo2udDBBblpOYw
Draft Recreational Trails Master Plan –
https://www.grey.ca/programs-initiatives/recreational-trails-master-plan
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority Watershed Report Card 2018
http://www.greysauble.on.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2018/03/booklet_format_WRC_final2018_flip2.pdf
Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority Watershed Report Card 2018
http://saugeenconservation.com/downloads/WatershedReportCard2018-SVCA.pdf
Grand River Conservation Authority Studies and Reports
https://www.grandriver.ca/en/our-watershed/Studies-and-reports.aspx
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority Watershed Report Cards 2018
https://www.nvca.on.ca/Shared%20Documents/Watershed_Report_Card_2018_NVC
A_web.pdf
Municipal Documents
Georgian Bluffs Official Plan – August 2012
https://www.georgianbluffs.ca/en/township-services/resources/Official_Plan.pdf
Owen Sound Official Plan – December 2012
https://www.owensound.ca/en/resourcesGeneral/Documents/Official-Plan---February2017/FINAL-OFFICIAL-PLAN-w-OPA-7-Jan-2017-Consolidation.pdf
West Grey Official Plan – February 2012
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http://www.westgrey.com/public_docs/documents/West%20Grey%20Official%20Plan.
pdf
Grey Highlands Official Plan – September 2017
https://greyhighlands.civicweb.net/document/187365
Hanover Official Plan – August 2014
https://www.hanover.ca/documents-library/official-plan
Meaford Official Plan – November 2014
https://www.meaford.ca/en/living-here/resources/Documents/OP-Consolidation-_PostOPA-16-Nov-2014.pdf
The Town of The Blue Mountains Official Plan – June 2016
https://www.thebluemountains.ca/document_viewer.cfm?doc=5
Southgate Official Plan – August 2006
https://southgate.civicweb.net/document/444
Meaford Sustainability Plan – December 2012
https://www.meaford.ca/en/our-government/resources/Documents/MeafordSustainability-Report.pdf
3.6 Deliverables
1. Professionally bound hardcopy of a report indicating Current Corporate and
Community GHG emissions, targets to reduce GHG emissions, and policy
recommendations to be undertaken by the County of Grey. One electronic file in
Microsoft Word along with all data and information.
2. A report outlining all the key features of the draft Climate Change Action Plan,
outlining the key ideas and policies that should be included in each section of
the Plan.
3. A report outlining all the key features of the draft Implementation and Monitoring
Plan, outlining the key ideas and policies that should be included in the plan.
4. The Consultant will be required to meet with this Working Group a minimum of
three (3) times to get feedback throughout the process and help inform decision
making.
5. The Consultant will also be required to present to County Council a minimum of
two (2) times during the process to provide updates and feedback on work
completed to date.
Provisional deliverables:
6. Professionally bound hardcopy of the Climate Change Action Plan.
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Section 4 – Respondent Selection Procedure
4.1

Schedule
The following schedule is proposed for the selection of the successful
Respondent for this assignment.
Activity

Date

Request for Proposal Issued.

August 23, 2019

Request for Proposal Closed.

September 18, 2019

Interviews (if required)

September 2019

Selection of Successful
Respondent

October 2019

Note: although every attempt will be made to meet all dates, the
Corporation reserves the right to modify any or all dates at its sole
discretion.
4.2

Selection Process
Proposals will be assessed on the basis of information provided by the
Respondent at the time of submission as well as any additional information
provided during subsequent meetings with the Respondent if required.
An evaluation committee will consist of the Director of Corporate Services, the
Deputy Treasurers, and Purchasing and Materials Manager
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Evaluation Criteria
Proposals will be assessed against the following criteria. The Corporation
reserves the right to shortlist firms for further evaluation and interviews which may
alter the final scoring results. Proposals will be scored based on meeting or
exceeding the expectations of the established evaluation criteria.
Weighting

Evaluation Criteria
Understands the scope of work and approach to meet the
Municipality’s requirements.
• Must demonstrate a thorough understanding of the tasks to be
undertaken, and objectives and deliverables of the FCM PCP
Framework;
• Technical Proposal shall fully describe the main tasks to be
undertaken and all sub-tasks required to execute all aspects of
work;
• Must demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of federal and
provincial policies in relation to planning and environmental
policies;
• Must demonstrate resource/support services available and
identify strengths relevant to this project
• Must demonstrate an understanding of legislation relevant to the
municipal environment.

25

Demonstrated performance of the firm for contracts of this magnitude
for municipalities (upper tier municipality).
• Must provide a profile of the firm, including work conducted in
relation to Climate Change and Environmental policies/plans;
• Clearly identifies the prime firm and office location which would
be responsible for the work;
• Must have through knowledge of how a two-tier governments
function and operate;
• Description of previous relevant experience in conducting GHG
Emissions calculations and Environmental policy development,
outlining the approach from the initial introductory meeting to the
final draft recommendations;
• Provide three municipal references that will be contacted where
the firm has completed similar projects of relevancy that have
been completed within the past five years or are in progress,
with be acceptable. Include names, dates worked and contact
numbers and email addresses of three Municipalities, who can
certify Proponent’s ability to perform projects of similar
scope/magnitude;
• Must identify risks that the municipality should be aware of with
the undertaking of this project.

15
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Relevant experience and qualifications of key personnel identified to
perform the work.
• Must provide names and resumes of the lead project manager,
and identify key team members for all phases having direct
involvement with this project;
• Identify their individual role as it relates to this project;
• Include a curriculum vitae (CV) for each key team member
detailing related experience and qualifications to demonstrate
their ability to contribute to the success of this project;
• Must describe any specialized skills, training and background in
climate change policy development by assigned individuals (may
include education, participation in municipal or provincial
consulting assignments, speaker or instructor roles in
conferences);
• Identify any sub-consultants proposed for a particular phase
describing their role and commitment. Include CV’s for each key
team member.
Work plan and schedule
• Submit a Gantt chart project schedule for each phase in addition
to any written summaries, outlining realistic time requirements
and dates of completion for the project’s main tasks, subtasks
and activities as defined in the detailed work plan in order to
complete works by the specified completion dates including start
and finish dates of the main tasks;
• Include Milestone dates for deliverables to the County, for the
phases outlined in the Terms of Reference;
• Include submission dates to review/approval agencies;
• Time breakdowns and summations of estimated person-hours
required for each identified task and named member of the
Consultant’s project team and support staff as required to
complete all tasks of the project.
Cost
• Shall provide a detailed project fee (total lump sum) per phase.
The fee shall be broken down according to the tasks of each
phase including but not limited to, report preparation, staff hourly
rates, all fees and disbursements required to complete the
project. Disbursements are to be included and shown as a
separate line item which include printing, travel, courier service,
and any telephone/facsimile charges. HST will be shown
separately;
• Include an additional summary of fee requirements for
provisional phase;
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Proponents shall identify and include any costs believed not to
be covered in this RFP but considered necessary for completion
of the assignment.
100

Total

The Corporation reserves the right to reject any or all proposals. The
Corporation also reserves the right to not proceed with the project without stating
reason thereof.
Selection of a Proposal will be based on all the above criteria and any other
relevant information provided by the Respondent(s). Final selection will be
based upon the evaluation of proposals unless it is deemed necessary to
conduct interviews with one or more of the Respondents. The Respondent
determined the best qualified to perform this project will be required to be
recommended to County Committee of the Whole and Council for contract
award.
All proposals are to be submitted with the understanding that the selection of a
Proposal for discussion by the Evaluation Committee shall not thereby result in
the formation of a contract. Nor shall it create any obligation on the Corporation
to enter into further discussions.
The project will be awarded to the Respondent who, in the sole judgment of the
Corporation, provides the best overall value. The Corporation will not be
obligated to select the lowest cost or any proposal.
The Corporation reserves the right to conduct reference checks on the
Respondents, the results of which may affect the award decision.
4.4

Proposal Submission Format
The Proposal shall, at a minimum, include and cover the following items:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

A profile of the firm, including breadth of other worked conducted in relation
to climate change and environmental policy; resource/support services
available; and strengths relevant to this plan.
Experience in municipal policy development, specifically experience with
any upper-tier municipalities.
An outline of the workplan to be used for meeting the requirements of the
phases outlined in the Terms of Reference.
A list of necessary documents, data, policies and other information to be
prepared by County staff.
Demonstrate an understanding of legislation relevant to the municipal
environment.
Describe any specialized skills, training and background in climate change
or environmental policy. This may include education or participation in
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municipal or provincial consulting assignments, speaker or instructor roles in
conferences or seminars.
The location of the office(s) which would be responsible for the work and the
names and resumes of the all staff who will be assigned to the project if the
firm is successful. It is expected that continuity of staff will be given a high
priority, and this should be indicated.
The names and contact information for three municipal references (at
minimum, one upper-tier municipality is required) who may be contacted for
reference information.
Identify risks that the municipality should be aware of with the undertaking of
this project.

The Proposal should include any information regarding advisory services and
publications which may be available free of charge on routine matters. These may
include webinars and training opportunities, staff assistance and/or publications.
4.6

Fees and Expenses
The fee estimate shall show the estimate of hours required to complete the
project allocated between the various responsibilities which are perceived to be
required and showing the category of staff assigned to each of the
responsibilities.
Out of pocket expenses, such as travel and accommodation, should be included
as part of the basic fee and are not to be billed separately.
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Proposal Form
For the Provision of:

Climate Change Consulting Services

As Supplied by:

__________________________________________
Firm Name
__________________________________________
Address
__________________________________________
City, Province and Postal Code

To:

The Corporation of Grey County
595 9th Avenue East
Owen Sound Ontario N4K 3E3
Hereinafter Called the Corporation

The Bidder Declares
1. No person(s), firm or corporation, other than the Bidder, has any personal interest in this
Proposal or in the award for which this Proposal is made;
2. No member of Council, no officer or employee of the Corporation is or will become interested
directly or indirectly as a contracting party, partner, shareholder, surety or in any portion of the
profits thereof, or in any of the monies to be derived, therefrom;
3. This Proposal is made without any connection, comparison of figures, or arrangements with, or
knowledge of any other corporation, firm or person making a Proposal for the same and is in all
respects without collusion or fraud;
4. By signing this submission, I confirm I have read and understood the content and requirements
of this Proposal document;
Acknowledgement to receipt of Addenda
This will acknowledge receipt of the following addenda and that the pricing quoted includes the
provision set out in such addenda;
Addendum #
# __________
# __________
# __________

Date Received
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

☐ Check here if NO Addenda received
LOWEST OR ANY TENDER NOT NECESSARILY ACCEPTED
Date ______________________________, 2019

___________________________________
Signature of Bidder
By my signature, I hereby confirm I am a principal, or
have been duly authorized by the principal/board, to sign
on behalf of the above named.
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County of Grey

Finance Department
RFP-PCD-06-19
Climate Change Consultant

Purchasing

Pricing Form
Included in the bid price for all items shall be all associated disbursements and any
other activity relating to the completion of the assignment.

Item

Bid Price (Excl. taxes)

Bid Price for Services as Listed Phases 1 through 4

$

Item

Bid Price (Excl. taxes)

Provisional Pricing for Phase 5

$

Name:__________________________________Date ________________
Signature: ___________________________________________________
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County of Grey

Finance Department
RFP-PCD-06-19
Climate Change Consultant

Purchasing

Respondent Information Form
Bidders must complete this form and include with the Proposal Submission.
Please ensure all information is legible.
1.

Bidder’s Contact Individual

2.

Office Phone #

3.

Mobile #

4.

Email Address

5.

WSIB Account# (if
applicable)

6.

HST Account #

Name:__________________________________

Date_______________

Signature: __________________________________________________________
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County of Grey

Finance Department
RFP-PCD-06-19
Climate Change Consultant

Purchasing

Respondent’s Ability and Experience Form
Respondents shall provide information below on contracts in this class of work that has
been successfully undertaken by the Bidder’s Firm in the past three years.
Contract #1
Reference Name
Contact & telephone #
Contract Term (# years)
Total Value (annual)
Description of Work
Additional Comments (optional)
Contract #2
Reference Name
Contact & telephone #
Contract Term (# years)
Total Value (annual)
Description of Work
Additional Comments (optional)
Contract #3
Reference Name
Contact & telephone #
Contract Term (# years)
Total Value (annual)
Description of Work
Additional Comments (optional)

Bidder:__________________________________

Date ________________

Signature: __________________________________________________________
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PROPOSAL: CLIMATE CHANGE
CONSULTING SERVICES

ICLEI Canada, in partnership with Wood
COUNTY OF GREY, RFP-PCD-06-19
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Company Experience - ICLEI
ICLEI’s mission is to build and serve a worldwide movement of local and regional governments that are
committed to achieving tangible improvements in environmental sustainability. Founded in 1990, ICLEI has
grown to become the largest international association of local governments, representing more than 1,200
municipalities worldwide.
More than 300 ICLEI staff work in 17 regional offices around the world. The ICLEI Canada office provides
Canada-focused programming, training, and fee-for-service consulting on a variety of local climate, energy, and
sustainability issues. These range from energy and GHG management, to climate adaptation and resilience
planning, to urban biodiversity. Our staff are experienced environmental professionals with more than 60 years
cumulative experience in the municipal, non-profit, and private sectors. We have a thorough understanding of
the municipal arena and the technical knowledge required to help local governments plan, implement, and
achieve their sustainability objectives.
Since 1997, ICLEI Canada has been working in partnership with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM)
to deliver the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Program – a network that comprises over 400 municipalities
that have committed to reducing GHG emissions and acting on climate change. Together we develop tools,
resources and networking opportunities to help advance the inventories, targets, plans, implementation and
monitoring of municipalities working through the program.
ICLEI Canada’s main national office is in Toronto, and its two satellite offices are in British Columbia, hosted by
the County of Victoria, and Quebec, hosted by the County of Montreal. If we are selected by Grey County to
work on the Climate Change Action Plan, it will be managed out of our Toronto office.

Corporate and Community Emissions Inventories
ICLEI has been involved in municipal GHG inventories since municipalities started doing GHG inventories. The
field of GHG accounting and reporting has evolved considerably since the PCP program began in 1997. A history
of the evolution of GHG inventory protocols was included in the PCP Protocol: Canadian Supplement to the
International Emissions Analysis Protocol, written by ICLEI and produced by ICLEI and FCM for the PCP Program.
http://icleicanada.org/images/icleicanada/pdfs/PCP%20Protocol_small.pdf
In this same publication, we also explain how the PCP Protocol exists within a growing field of GHG reporting
standards used by local governments, each with specific merits and functions. Other standards and protocols
exist for different reasons, such as compliance with provincial acts and regulations, funding arrangements, or
recognition programs. Since function dictates form, the protocols and standards can vary greatly. Through the
PCP Secretariat, ICLEI helps members with the complexity of the field by assisting those that report against
multiple standards to simplify and streamline reporting. We have created several alignment documents to
identify variances between some of the more commonly used programs and protocols, including the Global
Protocol for Community Scale Greenhouse Gas Emissions (used by the former Compact of Mayors, now merged
and known as the Global Covenant of Mayors on Climate and Energy) the and the Community Energy and
Emissions Inventory program used by the BC Climate Action Secretariat for municipalities.
Before each PCP member receives the status of a new milestone, ICLEI’s role is to ensure they meet the PCP
milestone requirements. In this role, ICLEI has reviewed and analyzed hundreds of community and corporate
GHG inventories, and liaised with the municipalities to make adjustments when necessary. We ensure the
2
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proper protocols are used and that the data assumptions are documented. When difficulties arise, we
troubleshoot with County staff to help address concerns.
We have also been hired as a consultant to conduct corporate and community inventories for dozens of
municipalities across Canada, including most recently Thunder Bay, Guelph, Peterborough, Oakville, Kawartha
Lakes, Newmarket, Windsor, Woodstock and Gatineau. We have also facilitated a group of the 23 municipal
Compact of Mayor’s signatories from across Canada to modify their GHG inventories to align with the Compact
requirements (including North Vancouver, Surrey and Vancouver in BC). This included research on the data
availability for energy and emissions associated with agriculture, industry, and transportation (air, rail and
marine).
Reference: County of Thunder Bay, GHG Emissions Inventory, 2017 - ICLEI recently worked with the County of
Thunder Bay to update their 2016 Corporate and Community GHG inventory. The work involved data
collection, troubleshooting, analysis and report writing, the final product of which is a report that details
emissions within the community of Thunder Bay, as well as emissions from services and operations of the
municipal government. The information provided in this report is helping to identify opportunities for mitigation
strategies and strengthen existing initiatives and programs in Thunder Bay. Contact: Rena Viehbeck, Climate
Adaptation Coordinator and Acting Sustainability Coordinator, EarthCare, County of Thunder Bay, (807) 625
2411, rviehbeck@thunderbay.ca

Partners for Climate Protection Program
The Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program is a network of Canadian municipal governments that have
committed to reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) and to acting on climate change. Since the program's inception
in 1994, over 400 municipalities have joined PCP, making a public commitment to reduce emissions.
The program is run in partnership between FCM and ICLEI. Together we develop tools, resources, trainings and
networking opportunities to support members through the five-milestone process five-milestone process of
GHG inventories, setting realistic and achievable GHG reduction targets, developing local action plans, and
implementing plans using specific, measurable actions to reduce emissions.
Some examples of our recent activities related to Prince George’s goals with the Climate Change Mitigation Plan
include:
Kickstarting Climate Action: Tracking Emissions in your Municipality, St John’s, March 2018
Developing a GHG inventory and forecast is the foundation for any climate change or energy strategy. It reveals
how your community or municipal government consumes energy and generates waste, helps identify
opportunities for mitigation strategies, and provides the necessary baseline from which progress can be
measured. This workshop provided training and guidance on developing GHG inventories using the latest
methodologies, including a) building community and corporate inventories and forecasts, b) addressing data
challenges specific to your community, c) modelling emissions trends into the future and d) discussing barriers
and challenges for Newfoundland communities.
From Planning to Action: Bridging the Implementation Gap, Toronto, March 2018 - Participants had an
opportunity to hear from municipal practitioners about the drivers and constraints of implementation as well as
participate in workshop activities showcasing available tools and resources that can help municipalities
implement actions on the ground. This workshop included guidance and resources for implementing both
adaptation and mitigation-focused actions. Workshop activities focused on a) engaging partners, leveraging
3
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opportunities, and communicating the benefits of actions, b) planning for and addressing common barriers to
implementation, c) utilizing the PCP as a tool to support the implementation of a local climate change action
plan, and d) developing an implementation and monitoring strategy to achieve Milestones 4 and 5 of the PCP.
On the Money: Financing Tools for Local Climate Action - a new initiative of the PCP partners is to develop
knowledge enhancement resources each year drawn from applied research within our network. The first
project of this kind is On the Money: Financing Tools for Local Climate Action which highlights six financial tools
that have the potential to fund the climate actions necessary to meet ambitious national and international
emission targets. The tools explored in this report are group purchasing, community-owned power, local
improvement charges, energy performance contracts, green revolving funds and green bonds.
PCP Online Tool - ICLEI and FCM have been working together to further develop PCP’s online emissions
management tool. ICLEI’s role in this work has included helping to conceptualize the wire-frame for the tool
through the five-milestone planning process for climate action. We have also conducted the research and
developed the methods used in the emissions modelling elements of the tool which assist municipalities in
quantifying GHG impacts from common mitigation policies, such as building efficiency retrofit programs and
alternative fuel vehicles, and understanding the scale of actions needed to achieve their mitigation targets
(milestone 3). We have also created the self-assessment modules to gauge process on the implementation of
climate plan objectives (milestone 4) and developed reporting frameworks which municipalities can use to track
their progress on climate action plan implementation.
Municipal Emission Reduction Targets – Reaching Milestone Two – The PCP Program commissioned this
publication on how to set emissions reduction targets. This document guides municipalities through the
process of setting community and corporate greenhouse gas reduction targets. It introduces principles and
methodologies for target setting, shows the relationship between target setting and other PCP milestones, and
provides guidance for setting achievable targets that will lead to successful action on climate change.
Reference: Devin Causley, Manager, Capacity Building Programs, Municipal Climate Innovation Program,
Federation of Canadian Municipalities, (613) 907-6370, dcausley@fcm.ca.

Climate Change Mitigation
PCP National Measures Report - One of the cornerstone PCP activities that ICLEI and FCM collaborate on each
year is the National Measures Report, which demonstrates how PCP members are helping to lower Canada’s
GHG emissions. ICLEI engages PCP members on data gathering and interviews to analyze results and help
develop a report on the policies, programs and projects that municipalities across Canada are implementing.
We collect indicators and metrics that help track progress both quantitatively and qualitatively. Through this
work we gain intimate knowledge and experience on municipal climate mitigation barriers, solutions,
opportunities and threats.
Random Acts of Green is a social enterprise whose mission is simple, yet ambitious: to educate, entertain,
engage, and empower the public to participate in more sustainable behaviour, reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, and combat climate change. Their Green Challenge Smart Phone App is being developed to inspire
climate positive behaviours. ICLEI’s task in this project is to quantify the GHG emissions quantification potential
of various acts of green individuals can take that will be included in the app.
TAGGE Fundraising Strategy - Climate Smart – Metro Vancouver’s Taking Action on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program for Businesses’ goal is to achieve significant and measurable reductions in GHG emissions from the
4
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small and medium sized enterprise (SME) sector in pursuit of the regional greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction
targets. Climate Smart was engaged to work on the TAGGE program, and subcontracted ICLEI to develop a
fundraising strategy to support the mitigation efforts of the businesses joining the TAGGE program in Metro
Vancouver. We identified and made recommendations on local, regional, provincial and national sources of
funding from both the private and public sector.
Reference: Peterborough County Ambulance Efficiency Options Study, An Assessment of Two Emission Reduction
measures – Solar Panels and Right Size Vehicles - Peterborough’s Climate Change Action Plan process included
an inventory of emissions sources which identified the County Paramedic fleet as a major sources of emissions,
nearly half of which results from the operation of the Paramedic fleet. ICLEI was hired to complete this study to
assess the emissions impacts of roof-mounted solar panels to operate on-vehicle systems and to review the
integration of smaller-body ambulance units into the fleet in order to evaluate the effectiveness of these
measures for achieving Peterborough County’s emissions reductions targets. Contact: Sheridan Graham, CMO,
Director, Corporate Projects and Services, County of Peterborough, (705) 743–0380, sgraham@ptbocountry.ca

Climate Change Mitigation Planning and Action Item Development
Windsor Climate Change Action Plan
In 2016, ICLEI Canada, in partnership with LURA Consulting and Garforth Int., undertook a Community Energy
Plan and Corporate Climate Change Action Plan process for the County of Windsor. ICLEI’s role in this project
involved the development of an energy and emissions baseline inventory for both the community and
corporate operations, including a series of maps of energy use and emissions in the County, and business-asusual projections for both plans.
For the community plan, ICLEI assisted in the scoping and quantification of climate mitigation actions as will as
the development of the final plan document. ICLEI also designed and quantified actions for the corporate plan,
including ambitious targets for the electrification of the municipal bus fleet and retrofitting municipal facilities
to high efficiency standards. In each of these planning processes ICLEI was involved throughout the stakeholder
engagement processes and worked closely with municipal staff and community partners to develop realistic but
ambitious climate action goals.
Conservation and Demand Management Plan, York Region
In 2014, ICLEI Canada, in partnership with LURA Consulting, developed a Conservation and Demand
Management Plan for York Region’s municipal operations. Our role on this project was to develop an energy
and emissions projection for municipal operations based on anticipated changes to operations over the life of
the plan. ICLEI developed a projection model that was provided to York Region, which included projected
energy consumption, costs, and emissions annually over the projection period. ICLEI worked with corporate
stakeholders to develop actions to reduce emissions and energy consumption, including full bus fleet
electrification, ambitious net-zero facilities goals, and other operational changes that aimed to reduce the
Region’s emissions by 80% in 2050.
County of Edmonton, Economic Drivers for Resiliency and Development: Briefing Note and Workshop, February
2018 - The County of Edmonton hired ICLEI Canada in partnership with Zizzo Strategy to develop a briefing note
and multi-stakeholder workshop to investigate the opportunities that can arise from a changing climate. The
work looked at what economic diversification opportunities exist for Edmonton in light of climate change. By
working with stakeholders from Economic Development, Tele-communications, Finance, First Nations, and
Community Groups we sought to answer questions such as: Will Edmonton become a new tourism hub if we
become one of the last big cities with sustained winter snow cover? Will there be a demand for shoring-up
homes to endure prolonged heat waves? What role does ICT and artificial intelligence play in creating economic
5
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opportunities that are resilient to climate change? The workshop provided an opportunity for key stakeholders
to add their input to the County’s strategic thinking for a thriving economy in a climate-adjusted future.
County of Gatineau, Strategy for Managing Climate Change, 2018 - 2019 - ICLEI is working with the County of
Gatineau to help them develop a strategy for managing climate change that includes a mitigation-focused GHG
inventory and emissions reduction plan and an adaptation-focused risk and vulnerability assessment and action
plan to adapt to a changing climate. The plan includes recommended tracking and accountability mechanisms
for the County to put in place to support implementation and reporting on the progress of the plan into the
future.
County of Victoria, Climate Leadership Plan, 2018 - ICLEI Canada is supporting the development of and
consultation around the County of Victoria’s Climate Leadership Plan. We developed a Workshop-in-a-Box
module that empowered local groups to host workshops around the CLP priority areas. The Workshop-in-a-Box
tool has led to broader consultation than that which could be hosted by County staff and enabled community
based organizations to gather feedback on relevant CLP priorities. In addition, ICLEI staff worked with the
County to host consultations around key priority areas in the CLP including: Low-Carbon High Performance
Buildings, Low-Carbon Transportation and Mobility, Low Carbon Waste Management Systems, and Climate
Change Adaptation. These consultation included formal presentations on CLP priorities as well as facilitation of
breakout sessions with community members and other regional stakeholders. Finally ICLEI worked with relevant
County departments to draft and edit the Adaptation sections of the CLP; this included identifying relevant case
studies, research on local climate impacts, and formulation of goals and objectives related to this priority area.

Community Outreach and Engagement
Effective Climate Conversations: A workshop exploring communications solutions, May 2018 - ICLEI Canada and
the Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions (PICS) hosted an interactive workshop that included both an
educational presentation and technical breakout sessions focused on providing communications tools that you
can take back to your organizations and audiences. Participants learned foundational skills about
communications and had a chance to apply them using real-world climate solutions centered around built
environment decarbonization, forest carbon management, and transport truck electrification.
Prince George Community Adaptation Workshop, May 2017 representatives from the County of Prince George,
the University of Northern British Columbia, the Province of British, the Fraser Basin Council, the Planning
Institute of British Columbia, the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium and the Pacific Institute for Climate
Solutions participated in a workshop facilitated by ICLEI Canada. The purpose of the workshop was to explore
potential opportunities and benefits to collaboration between the County of Prince George and local public
sector organizations in an adaptation planning process. The workshop involved a presentation capturing the
state of adaptation planning in Canada, and an interview matrix review activity that focused dialogue on four
questions regarding collaboration and adaptation planning.
Capacity Building for Climate Resilience in Manitoba, 2018– ICLEI is currently working with the Province of
Manitoba on the launch of a new program called BRACE – Building Resilience and Adaptation Capacity. The
Province has identified a large gap and opportunity for action to enable targeted decision makers across several
sectors to effectively understand and adapt to climate change risk in their sector. Through the Capacity
Building for Climate Resiliency project, ICLEI is collaborating with the province to develop and implement high
impact capacitybuilding initiatives with targeted decision makers and stakeholders in four key sectors: 1)
Indigenous and northern communities, organizations, 2) Business sector organizations, 3) Municipal
communities or regions and watershed planning organizations, and 4) Infrastructure decision makers and
6
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organizations. ICLEI is developing a clear set of recommendations for the most impactful and highest priority
capacity building, training and knowledge transfer initiatives in each of the four key sectors.
Building low-carbon, resilient communities: an interactive workshop, May 2018 - An interactive workshop where
participants learned about climate change adaptation, the latest climate science, and assessed perceptions of
local vulnerability and risk, presented by ICLEI Canada and Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium. Invitations to
this workshop were extended to the interested public, the Mayor and Council of Prince George, Northern
Health, and County of Prince George staff. The BC Climate Action Secretariat, the Fraser Basin Council, the
Planning Institute of BC Climate Action Task Force, UNBC and PICS were all present at the workshop.
Adaptation Changemakers Project – ICLEI is working in a collaborative process with eight municipalities in British
Columbia, Ontario and Newfoundland and Labrador to train and build capacity to address climate change
adaptation planning and implementation at the local level. The project is funded through FCM’s recent Climate
Adaptation Partner Grants stream of its Municipal Climate Innovation Program. We are building the capacity of
municipal practitioners to identify and bring together local stakeholders in a community wide climate planning
effort. We are training the practitioners to engage the community in understanding climate modeling data to
identify local vulnerabilities, assess and prioritize climate risks, and develop implementation-ready action plans.
Great Lakes Community Climate Change Adaptation Project - This project was made possible by the Ontario
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change, under the Canada-Ontario (COA) Respecting the Great Lakes,
March 2016 - October 2017. MOECC supported this project to increase climate change resilience for Great
Lakes communities. Over a two-year period, ICLEI engaged approximately 30 communities in two projects
aimed at building capacity on resilience planning and implementation.
http://icleicanada.org/component/k2/item/261-collaborative-implementation-groups-case-study-series
Training-the-Trainers: Engaging Stakeholders on Climate Change Assessment - The first project targeted 18
communities across the Great Lakes watershed, helped municipalities learn how to use climate change
modelling data to identify their local vulnerabilities, assess and prioritize their risks, and begin developing
adaptation plans. In the second project ICLEI worked with another 12 communities in Collaborative
Implementation Groups to move from planning to action on local resilience by identifying implementation
ready adaptation initiatives, securing funding for the initiatives, documenting key lessons learned via a casestudy series, and leveraging future activities to support the actual implementation of local initiatives

Company Experience - Wood
ICLEI Canada has engaged Wood as a subconsultant for the specialized mapping and modeling work of this
project. Wood’s Energy Group has 11 dedicated Energy Centers of Excellence across North America, including a
center in Cambridge, Ontario where we specialize in providing energy engineering services to public sector,
institutional, commercial, agricultural, and industrial clients.
As an international leader in climate change vulnerability assessment and adaptation/resiliency planning, Wood
understands the value in being proactive and anticipating future needs. Wood has been providing specialized
climate change policy services for more than 20 years around the world for government and international
agencies. Wood has extensive experience with sustainability and energy planning where we leverage our
expertise and experience in six natural resource areas – land, air, energy, water, ecosystems, and materials.
Wood’s sustainability professionals have been instrumental in defining, delivering, and learning from some of
the most sustainable developments in Canada and abroad. Wood’s ability to offer the full range and scale of
consulting services needed for a project right from site development and master planning, environmental
assessment, through to detailed design and construction, involving experts from diverse fields, allows us to
7
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offer a one stop solution to our clients in integrating sustainability objectives over a project’s lifecycle. Broadly,
some of the areas covered under our sustainability services include: Sustainable Infrastructure Design;
Sustainable Community Planning & Design; Building Science; Energy Engineering; Lifecycle Assessment;
Sustainability Rating Systems; Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reduction / Pollution Prevention; Renewable and
Alternative Energy; and Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation.
Wood‘s sustainability and climate change resiliency practice area, a subset of the Environment & Infrastructure
division, provides clients with direct access to a range of world-class experts in areas that focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and evaluation upgrades/retrofits for
various building types and energy
equipment,
ASHRAE Level I/II/III energy audits
Technical research and evaluated energy
efficient designs
Energy master plan development
Support for LEED projects
Measurement and verification services
Lifecycle costing
GHG emissions analysis
Cost benefit analysis
Market research and analysis services
related to energy products
Preparation of technical specification
documents for tendering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment
Climate Risk Communications / Training
Extreme Weather Forecasting
Emergency Planning and Response
Green Infrastructure and Value Engineering
Design and Construction for Potential
Climate Change Vulnerabilities
Climate Change Scenario Planning and
Downscaling
Climate Change Adaptation and Resiliency
Engineering
Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding
Assessment
Stormwater Management and Flood Risk
Planning
Energy Efficiency and Environmental
Management System programs

•
Wood’s depth of local and global resources allows us to provide our clients with innovative solutions that are
engineered to seamlessly match project deliverables, objectives and expectations.
Wood became a partner of 100 Resilient Cities (100RC) in July 2015 – pioneered by the Rockefeller Foundation
to give urban centers across the world access to ground-breaking tools allowing them to better plan for
potentially destructive weather events. In collaboration with 100RC, one of Wood’s service areas includes the
innovative use of meteorological data to provide 100RC member cities with highly detailed forecasts on
extreme weather patterns and the impacts they will have on localised infrastructure. The forecasting
technology will empower cities to prepare comprehensive plans of oncoming tropical storms, blizzards, and
other dangerous natural events. With this data, cities will be able to accurately discern which roads will be most
impacted in the event of a massive snowstorm or which bridges require additional reinforcement to survive a
powerful hurricane.

Proposed Workplan
Phase 1: Project planning, visioning and communication plan development
Phase 1 will be an important step in launching the project. It will give the County and project team an
opportunity to review and refine the work plan and proposed methodology, identify important scheduling
milestones and discuss the merits of key discussion points. We will take this time to finalize the workplan, role
and responsibilities. Some of the discussion points ICLEI will want to address include:
8
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflections on the County’s experience with its existing climate change planning, including GHG
inventory reports, methodologies, fundraising, software and reporting;
Reflections on the past experience with community and stakeholder engagement;
Reflections on the motivation and desired outcome of energy mapping component of work, as it is not a
recommended PCP activity;
Selection of year for which new inventories will be performed and that BAU target year;
Collection of contact information for key data providers within the County and the community,
including;
Identification of communities to benchmark against;
Selection of an electronic data storage system for the project that aligns with the County’s policies;
Collection of background information, such as the Green in Grey Study, the Recolour Grey Official Plan,
and climate change research.

In addition to the discussion points, this phase will be used to:
•
•
•

Create project Working Group – including key internal departments and external organizations.
Conduct a resource identification meeting to focus on the technical information required.
Establish a communications plan in collaborations with the County’s Manager of Communications,
including compelling backgrounder, key messages, target audience, website updates and key
presentation points.

Phase 2: PCP Milestone One: Completion of a full inventory of GHGs in the community and corporation
With these discussion points addressed, ICLEI will move on to collect the energy and waste data necessary to
develop a complete corporate and community emissions inventories and BAU forecast. Data requests to County
departments and local utilities are vital to get out early, as they can take time to produce data reports. Both
corporate and community PCP inventories will be complied, drawing from the PCP methodology. It will include
a variety of fuels, such as natural gas and fuel oil, as well as electrical consumption for residential, commercial
and industrial sectors. Waste data and transportation data will also inform the inventory.
Data Sources:
• Utilities – electricity and natural gas consumption data;
• County via Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC) – Property tax assessment roll, building
info and description, year built, gross floor area, etc.;
• County or Ontario Government via Terranet – Parcel fabric or digital map representing property
boundaries, postal code data;
• Fuel sales aggregators – Heating oil, propane, diesel & transportation fuels.
The raw data collected will be stored in an organized and easily accessible electronic filing system that will be
shared with County staff. ICLEI will analyze the data as it is received to scan for any gaps or concerns. If gaps or
errors are found, ICLEI will work with County staff to address the problem through generally accepted
troubleshooting techniques for data assumptions and estimations. All data will be entered into the online PCP
Tool.

9
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An important element throughout this data collection process is to forge a process that can be easily replicated
by County staff or other consultants in the future. ICLEI will document the data collection sources,
methodology and all assumption made. This will facilitate efforts to track and report emissions in the future.
Concurrent to the inventory and BAU data collection process, ICLEI will gather the emissions inventories and
targets from the communities identified to be included in the benchmarking analysis and export the key data
points to be included in the comparative analysis. We will also identify markers to help with the comparative
analysis, such as the methodologies they applied in their inventories, the inventory years, heating and cooling
degree days, and factors that may explain differences in corporate operations or community energy and waste
usage.
At the end of the data collection and analysis process, ICLEI will complete three key tasks:
-

Document a summary of data sources, emissions intensity values, and assumptions made for the
inventories and forecasts
Input the data into the PCP Tool
Develop a draft report on the inventories and forecasts including an analysis and benchmark comparison
with other communities.

Mapping and Modeling
Through linking building characteristics and corresponding land parcels using a GIS platform with utility or
energy use datasets, integrated energy maps can be created to visually represent the energy footprint of the
built environment spatially across a community. These community level energy maps can assist with
identification of energy strategies for the built environment, such as assessing the potential for a communitybased energy system, and/or assist with integrated land planning. The development of energy maps includes:
1. Collation of data from the County - Broadly, this phase will involve gathering relevant spatial and tabular
data (e.g. GIS and MPAC data, energy use data), and various key factors anticipated to influence
community energy use (e.g. projected population growth, projected increase in the number of
residential dwellings, projected land use changes and intensification strategies)
2. Development of baseline energy maps - Under this phase, an assessment of dataset completeness will
be conducted, and representative data (e.g. energy use intensity values for the built form) applied
where appropriate. Desired reporting metrics will be developed in collaboration with the County (e.g.
average electricity use per postal code, energy use intensity for natural gas). Further, appropriate GHG
emissions factors will be defined. Using the GIS platform, 2016 baseline energy maps will be developed
integrating spatially referenced database elements (such as aggregated energy consumption data at the
postal code level for electricity and natural gas) to the digital parcel form and reflecting the selected
reporting metrics.
3. Development of forecast energy maps - Future energy use forecast maps (Modeling Scenarios 1 and 2)
will be developed using the GIS platform, well informed by inputs received from the County on key
factors anticipated to influence community energy use and based on future energy scenarios (e.g.
building code advancements, higher energy efficiency standards)
Modeling scenarios to be discussed and confirmed with the County and Working Group include:
Scenario 1 – Status Quo
I. Do as little as possible
10
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II.
III.

Do what we think we can do – set target, and
Do everything we can do – set target.

Scenario 2 – Future State:
I. 5 years from now,
II. 10 years from now, and
III. 2 years from now.
Identifying Existing or Planning Initiatives, Opportunities & Constraints
At this point in the work, ICLEI will work with the County and Working Group to identify any existing or planning
energy demand or climate change initiatives. Information will be gathered through meetings, and liaising with
internal and external , and recorded in a master matrix. The master matrix will track initiatives, ask well as key
available metrics such energy and GHG impact, cost, implementing partners and other co-benefits. ICLEI will
also engage the internal and external liaisons on conversations regarding the opportunities and constraints
associated with these initiatives and their potential for use in the new Climate Change Action Plan.
In addition, ICLEI will focus on three key milestones in this phase:
•

Community stakeholder engagement strategy – in collaboration with the County, we will being to
engage local stakeholders as outlined in the Communications Strategy developed earlier in the project.

•

Communications – we will collaborate with staff to develop a strategy framework for citizen and
business empowerment tools. This will be a web-based sources of information with information
regarding energy and emissions measures for the broader community.

•

Funding/grant opportunities and applications – we will collaborate with staff to identify grants available
to the County to support energy and climate goals and support the application process.

Phase 3: PCP Milestone Two: Assessment of current situation and setting of emissions reduction target
Develop Goals and Targets
In this Phase, we will work with the County staff to establish the County’s new GHG reduction target. Many
factors will weigh into this decision-making process, including how much of an ambitious leadership role the
County wants to take, versus a cautious or pragmatic approach. The feedback from the first round of
consultation will also be key to inform the reduction targets. We will also consider how other governments are
approaching target setting, and consider alignment with:
-

National and global programs such as the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program, which was
based on Kyoto targets but now recommends more locally-ambitious targets, and the Global Covenant
of Mayors, which recommends alignment with federal targets.
Provincial targets of 33% below 2007 levels by 2020, with interim reduction targets of 6% by 2012 and
18% by 2016. A further emission reduction target of 80% below 2007 levels is set for 2050.
Federal target of 80% by 2050, relative to 2005 levels.

To support this decision-making process, ICLEI will plot the County’s past and current GHG inventories and
targets, along with the national and federal targets to serve as inputs to the discussion. We will also showcase
the targets of the benchmarking cities and others that may be of interest.
11
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ICLEI will also establish suggested timelines and indicators/metrics to use to report on progress towards the
GHG reduction target. Indicators and metrics are very important as they offer explanations for the relative
change in emissions overtime. Factors such as feasibility, frequency, validity and relevancy are important to
consider. Recommendations may include annual or semi-annual re-inventories, reports to Council on
qualitative and quantitative metrics such as dollars invested, dollars saved, staff time, stakeholders engaged,
project highlights as well as the annual energy and emissions reported.
ICLEI and FCM documented the process of setting an emissions reduction target in the Milestone 2 resource
How to Set Emission Reduction Targets, available here:
https://fcm.ca/sites/default/files/documents/resources/guide/how-to-set-emisison-reduction-targets-pcp.pdf
Phase 4: PCP Milestone Three – Provide the County with recommendations to develop the CCAP policies. Set the
structure to develop implementation and monitoring strategy
The goal of this phase is to build a Plan that has the buy-in and support from all the important stakeholders
involved in its implementation. This includes the stakeholders, Working Group, County staff and County
Council. We will build a plan together that will leverage the County’s long journey past action and develop a
path forward that aligns with the community’s vision and goals.
The Action Planning phase will begin with a review of the action items and past reports on progress the County
has reported on, which began with the development of the measures matrix in the earlier phase . We will
connect with representatives from each relevant department and community sector in the County to discuss
the actions they have taken to date, the actions they have started planning for, and their longer-term vision for
energy and emissions in their departments/sectors. We will explore their successes and failures to inform a
path forward together. We find that these interventions in addition to the group consultations are very
important to enable an in-depth understanding and plan development process.
We will also review the County’s plans, policies, strategies and recommend updates based on the outcomes of
the planning process and the consultations.
Forecasts will be developed for the long and short term GHG reduction targets that address options for funding
and implementation strategies. We will investigate options for provincial and federal funding opportunities,
local utility supply and demand side programs, opportunities through the Federation of Canadian Municipalities
as well as others that are relevant in the region.
All the work up until this point will come together in the development of a new prioritized list of actions and
new short and long term GHG reduction targets. Each action will be supported with estimated timeframes, cost
estimates, potential funding sources and the owners/lead implementers. These will be drawn from
consultations with each department/sector and best practice research.
In addition, we will review the list of actions with the County staff to identify any climate change adaptation or
other co-benefits related to environment and sustainability for each of the actions identified. Applying both a
climate change mitigation and adaptation lens to will ensure actions both reduce GHG emissions and enhance
resilience to climate change impacts. Without integrated, proactive low-carbon resilience planning, local
governments risk wasting time and money on adaptation projects that miss energy efficiency opportunities,
and/or emissions reductions efforts that are not resilient to the impacts of climate change.
12
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At the end of this phase, we will have:
• Developed energy and climate strategies and policy recommendations to support the vision, goals and
targets
• Developed strategies and policies that address key sectors, such as land use, building, solid waste,
water, waste water and transportation.
• Implementation strategies to support program participation from the community, particularly the
commercial, business and residential sectors.
• A preliminary report on the current assessment and proposed emission reduction targets
• A presentation to council on the current assessment and emission reduction targets
Phase 5: Create a ready CCAP which will be provided to staff upon completion
All the prior work will come together in the creation of the CCAP. Through a focus session with the Working
Group and approval from Council, we will finalize the Plan. ICLEI will write and produce the final copy of the
CCAP. ICLEI will also lead presentations to Council and community engagement events.
The final plan will include key features, such as:
•
•
•
•

Vision, goals and targets, priority strategies and actions, roles and responsibilities
Synthesis of process and input from community and stakeholder engagement, and a description of
partnerships
Recommended GHG reduction actions, implementation plan and approach to monitoring
Schedule and resources needed to achieve the targets, included estimated costs and human resources.

Proposed Schedule
The table below outlines the proposed schedule for each phase. The stars on the table marks the proposed
timing for face-to-face meetings and presentations.
October
Phase
1
Phase
2
Phase
3
Phase
4
Phase
5

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

*
*
*
*
*
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Proposed Budget
We have developed a simple budget to summarize our projected costs for the project. ICLEI’s time is billed out
at a day rate of $
+ HST, which includes all the disbursements including 1 face-to-face trip per phase, for a
total of 5 trips. Wood’s mapping work is included as a flat rate. We feel the use of a simple budget will enable
us to allocate time and efforts towards the items prioritized at the first meeting.
ICLEI days
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Phase 5
Subtotal
HST
Grand
Total

5
10
6
15
7.5

ICLEI Sub Total Wood Sub
Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Combination
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Project Team
The table and biographies below illustrate the team we have put together to serve this project, as well as their
responsibilities. Should for unforeseen circumstances, members of this team not be available, we will replace
them with other qualified staff from our teams.
Staff Person
Megan Meaney
Ewa Jackson
Sarah Shenstone-Harris

Responsibility
Project oversight and strategic input
Project oversight and strategic input
Project management, coordination and
communications
Project support including stakeholder engagement
Mapping and modeling
GIS Support

Hiba Kariem
Tijo Joseph
Shawn Fewkes

Megan Meaney, Executive Director, ICLEI Canada
Megan is recognized by cities across Canada as an authority on municipal sustainability. She has been with
ICLEI since 1999, over which time she has held many roles in strategic energy planning, climate mitigation and
adaptation, biodiversity, as well as sustainability management.
Megan’s been working with hundreds of cities across Canada on GHG emissions reduction management since
1999. Through the Partners for Climate Protection Program she has developed numerous tools, resources,
protocols and case studies designed to help build the capacity of local governments to effectively manage
corporate and community level emissions. She works strategically to align Canadian municipal GHG reduction
activities with global best practices and reporting standards.
14
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Her work on climate adaptation and resilience began a decade ago when she worked with the ICLEI Canada
team and a core group of Canadian cities to develop and launch the national Building Adaptive and Resilience
Cities (BARC) program, which has now been utilized in over 50 Canadian municipalities. BARC continues to
support cities through a wide vary of research projects, online tools, facilitated workshops and capacity
building support.
Megan has a Master’s degree in Environment and Management, a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental
Science, and a diploma in Environmental Engineering.
Ewa Jackson, Managing Director, ICLEI Canada
Ewa Jackson, Managing Director of ICLEI Canada, has worked with municipal governments for over 16 years in
the fields of sustainability, public participation, and climate change. She holds degrees from the University of
Toronto in environmental management and political science, and is currently pursuing her Masters in
Environment and Business. In addition to managing ICLEI Canada’s operational and program activities, Ewa is
project manager for many ICLEI Canada consulting activities including the current Climate Adaptation
Changemakers project to help build capacity for local resilience in municipalities across the country. She has
worked on numerous adaptation and sustainability monitoring and evaluation projects, including those of
local, national and international scope.
Ewa is a leader in the field of municipal climate change action. Since 2007 she has been engaging with
communities from coast to coast to coast on the issue. She led the development of ICLEI’s Guidebook,
Changing Climate Changing Communities, which ultimately was a 3-year process of research, collaboration and
piloting with experts in the field including municipal practitioners, climate scientists, planners, disaster
specialists, extension agents and academics. Ewa’s particular field of interest is in the area of climate
communications and engagement, and how effective and targeted communications can be used to move
forward with the implementation of climate change action.
Sarah Shenstone-Harris, Climate and Energy Project Assistant, ICLEI Canada
As Climate and Energy Project Assistant, Sarah contributes to ICLEI’s Community Energy Planning activities,
program activities of the Partners for Climate Protection program, and climate mitigation planning and
reporting. She also helps in the development and delivery of tools and resources for local governments to
build capacity on mitigation strategies and community energy planning. Her most recent project was the PCP
National Measures Report, where she conducted research with municipalities across Canada to assess the
impact of their climate mitigation activities, which included an in-depth analysis of all BC CARIP reports.
Sarah holds a Master of Science in Environmental Sustainability from the University of Ottawa and a Bachelor
of Science from Queen’s University. Prior to working at ICLEI Canada, Sarah worked on climate and energy and
other sustainability issues in the NGO and government sectors.
Hiba Kariem, Climate Change Project Officer, ICLEI Canada
As Climate Change Project Officer, Hiba is coordinating both adaptation and mitigation projects within local
governments part of the Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities (BARC) program and the Partners for
Climate Protection (PCP) program. She works closely with Canadian communities throughout the climate
change planning process: conducting adaptation assessments, building GHG inventories, plan development,
and implementation. Hiba is also involved in the development and delivery of tools and resources to build the
knowledge and capacity of stakeholders and local governments.
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Prior to working at ICLEI Canada, Hiba has had experience working in the non-profit sector on various
environmental issues including species at risk, ocean health, sustainability, and grassroots environmental
initiatives. She holds an Honours Bachelor of Science in Environmental Studies and Psychology from the
University of Toronto.
Tijo Joseph, Energy Manager, Wood
Tijo is an Energy Management Consultant with Wood, has extensive knowledge in energy management and
sustainability and has participated in several energy projects, including for institutional and public-sector
clients. At Wood, Tijo is involved with managing energy projects, conducting energy audits, technical research
and developing technical specifications, life cycle cost analysis, community energy planning, and
environmental compliance. Tijo will be supported by Shane Fewkes who will provide GIS services.
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MEGAN
MEANEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CORE COMPETENCIES
Years with ICLEI: 19
Years experience: 21

• Climate change capacity building program development for local
governments
• Municipal best practice in climate, energy and sustainability
• International climate advocacy and collaboration
• Applied research on local governments and sustainability
• Non-profit governance, strategic planning and management

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

M.A. in Environment &
Management

Executive Director

Royal Roads University (2003-2005)
B.Sc. in Environmental Science
Royal Roads University (1998-1999)
Environmental Engineering
Technology Diploma (Co-op)
Georgian College of Applied Arts &
Technology (1994-1997).

CONTACT
(647) 728-4394
megan.jamieson@iclei.org
linkedin.com/in/meganmeaney-196bb934
@meganmeaney

Toronto, ON

• ICLEI CANADA | 2006—PRESENT
• Responsibility over operations, management, program design,
fundraising, membership services and development.
• Member of international senior management team.
Manager—Climate, Air, & Energy

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2005—2006
• Management of all activities related to air quality and greenhouse
gas emissions including managing staff, writing proposals, managing
projects and client relationships.
• Duties also include ICLEI lead in partnership with the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the Partners for Climate
Protection (PCP) program.
Program Coordinator

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2003—2005

• Management of all activities related to air quality and greenhouse
gas emissions including managing staff, writing proposals, managing
projects and client relationships.
• Duties also include ICLEI lead in partnership with the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and the Partners for Climate
Protection (PCP) program.
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Project Assistant (99-01); Project Manager (01-03)
Toronto, ON
ICLEI CANADA | 1999—2003
• Worked directly with Canadian local governments on greenhouse gas and air pollution abatement
activities and policy development. These functions were performed directly via fee-for-service contracts,
or as the technical support provider to the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Program.
Client Services Personnel

Lethbridge, AB

NORWEST LABS | 1998
• Duties included all aspects of customer service including report preparation, analysis selection, and
customer relations.
• Was also responsible for data entry and the preparation of laboratory assignments.

RECENT BOARDS & COMMITTEES
• Canada Wildlife Services Convention of Biological Diversity Post 2020 Working Group, 2018
• Global Affairs Canada, Review Committee, Feminist International Assistance Policy, 2018
• Global Environmental Outlook 6, United National Environmental Program, High Level Group and
Stakeholder Advisory Panel (HLG), 2016 - 2019
• President, Board of Directors, The Carlaw Condominium, 2015 – 2017
• TransformCarlaw, neighbourhood climate change committee – 2017 to current
• Ontario Biodiversity Council, 2014 to current
• PCP Compact of Mayors Working Group, 2016
• QUEST National Advisory Committee (Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow), 2010 - 2013
• Ontario Power Authority – Community Conservation Award Judging Committee, 2012 to 2015
• QUEST Ontario Municipal Caucus, 2014 to 2016
• Working Group on Measuring Progress on climate adaptation, 2012, NRCan Climate Change Impacts &
Adaptation Division
• Ontario Centre for Civic Governance – Advisory Committee, 2012 to 2015
• Ryerson University, Advisory Committee - Environment and Urban Sustainability Program, 2013 - 2016
• Integrated Energy Mapping for Ontario Communities, IEMOC Advisory Committee (2009 – 2010)
• City of Toronto Bicycling Committee 2010

SAMPLE SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Resilient Cities Congress, Bonn, Germany, May 2017
Chief Planner’s Roundtable on Biodiversity, City of Toronto, May 2017
GEO 6 Author’s Meetings, Frascati, Italy, February 2017
Livable Cities Forum, Halifax, Nova Scotia, September 2016
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• Canadian Parks Summit, Alberta Recreation and Parks Association, Nature in Cities Plenary, Canmore,
Alberta, April 11 – 14, 2016
• PCP Workshop, Sustainable Communities Conference, Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Ottawa,
February 2016.
• Renewable Cities: Global Learning Forum, Simon Fraser University, Getting to a climate change
commitment of 80% by 2050: The role of renewable energy. May 13-15, 2015.
• Livable Cities Forum, ICLEI Canada & the City of Calgary, Closing Plenary, September 29 – 30, 2015.
• Canadian Institute of Planners Conference, The Great Exchange: Putting Ideas into Action on Tools for
Engaging Citizens in Biodiversity Protection, October 9-12, 2012
• Having the Climate Conversation, ICLEI World Congress, Belo Horizonte, Brazil, May 2012

SAMPLE PROJECTS & PUBLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International Urban Cooperation Project, North American Region, European Commission, 2016 – 2019
City of Barrie Implementation Plan, for the City Climate Adaptation Strategy, City of Barrie, 2017-2018
Region of Peel Corporate Climate Change Master Plan, Region of Peel, 2017-2018
2017 Livable Cities Forum: Advancing Low Carbon Resilience, 2017
City of Barrie Implementation Plan, for the City Climate Adaptation Strategy, City of Barrie, 2017-2018
Community Climate Adaptation Project, Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, 2015 –
2017
City of Barrie Adaptation Plan, City of Barrie, 2016
Making Strides on Community Climate Adaptation, Natural Resources Canada, 2015 – 2016.
Adaptation Library, Natural Resources Canada, 2014 – 2015.
World Cities Exchange Project, DG Regio, European Commission, 2014 – 2016
Implementing Community Climate Action Plans in Canada: The Relationship between Implementation
Structure and Outcomes, University of Waterloo research Team 2012+
PCP National Measures Report, Federation of Canadian Municipalities, 2015.
PCP Online Tool Development, 2014 and 2016+
City of Guelph GHG Inventory Update, December 2015
York Region, ‘Conservation and Demand Management Plan – Update’, 2016 (in partnership with LURA
consulting)
Windsor, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’, 2016(in partnership with LURA consulting and Garforth
International)
Newmarket, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’, 2016 (in partnership with LURA consulting and Garforth
International)
Woodstock, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’ , 2016(in partnership with LURA consulting)
Vaughan, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’, 2016 (in partnership with LURA consulting)
biodiverCITIES: A Primer on Nature in Cities, 2014
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• Working Group on Measures Progress on climate adaptation, 2012, NRCan Climate Change Impacts &
Adaptation Division
• Niagara Region PCP Local Action Plan, 2012 Advisory with Lura Consulting
• Region of Peel GHG Inventory, 2012, Advisor for Senes Consulting
• Leadership & Legacy: Handbook for Local Elected Officials on Climate Change, 2012
• Having the Climate Conversations: Strategies for Local Governments, 2012
• Finding the Nexus: Exploring Climate Change Adaptation & Mitigation, 2012
• National Adaptation Measures Report: Highlighting Adaptation Initiatives in Canadian Municipalities,
2012
• Adaptation Online Tool, 2012
• Town of Ajax, PCP Local Action Plan, 2011, Advisory with Lura Consulting
• Liveable Cities Forum: Designing Biodiversity Friendly Communities, 2011
• Cities and Biodiversity Case Study Series, 2010
• Integrated Energy Mapping for Ontario Communities (IEMOC) Integrating Advisory Committee, Canadian
Urban Institute, 2009 - 2010
• Municipal Climate Adaptation Guidebook and Workbook Project, 2009
• City of Vancouver GHG Benchmarking Project, 2009
• Canadian Standards Association National Guideline for GHG Characterization at Municipal and
Community Levels, Seed Document, 2010
• PCP Annual Measures Report 2009, 2010, 2011
• PCP Municipal GHG Offsets Primer, 2009
• Climate Adaptation Guidebook Project, 2009
• The Business Case for Climate Protection, 2009
• Town of Markham GHG Inventory and Local Action Plan for Emission Reductions, 2008
• Region of Halton Carrying Capacity Study, 2008
• North America Region Congress Community Engagement Training Seminar, 2008
• Livable Cities – The Benefits of Urban Environmental Planning, 2007
• Assessing the Ecological Footprint and Global Reporting Initiative Approaches for Cities, 2007
• City of Hamilton Triple Bottom Line Toolkit for Evaluating Growth Options, 2006
• Toronto Atmospheric Fund – Opportunities for Reducing GHG, Energy Use and Electricity in the GTA,
2006
• Simon Fraser University, Strategic Sustainability and Community Infrastructure, 2006
• City of Halifax GHG Inventory, Forecast and Target, 2005
• Region of Peel Clean Air Plan, with Senes Consulting, 2005
• An Exploration of Local Government’s Role in Promoting Sustainable Behaviours, RRU Thesis, 2005
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EWA
JACKSON
MANAGING DIRECTOR
CORE COMPETENCIES

Years with ICLEI: 15
Years experience: 17

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-stakeholder workshop facilitation
Project management specializing with public sector clients
Climate change plan development
Climate change action prioritization and implementation panning
Best practices in climate, energy, and sustainability
Climate communications and behavior change
Capacity building tools development

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
Master of Environment & Business
Waterloo University (2014-2019*
deferred)
Hon. B.A. in Environmental Studies
& Political Science (municipal
government specialization)
University of Toronto (1996-2000)

Managing Director

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2017—PRESENT
• Spearheads organizational partnership development
• Engages in strategic planning
• Leads staff team, building project management expertise and
thought leadership
• Overseeing operations of ICLEI’s activities in Canada.
• Responsible for the managing of all ICLEI Canada’s programs and
operational activities.
Manager

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2014—2017

CONTACT
(647) 728-4387
ewa.jackson@iclei.org
linkedin.com/in/ewa-jackson662b4431
@ewa_jackson

• Assists in overseeing the operations of ICLEI’s activities in Canada.
• Responsible for the managing of all ICLEI Canada’s programs and
operational activities.
• Project manager to ICLEI Canada’s consulting activities in climate
change mitigation and adaptation.
• Works with the Director to represent ICLEI Canada at events and with
other partners.
Acting Director

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2013—2014
• Responsibility over operations, management, program design,
fundraising, membership services and development
• Member of international senior management team
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Manager
ICLEI CANADA | 2011—2013
• Assisted in overseeing the operations of ICLEI’s activities in Canada.
• Responsible for the managing of all ICLEI Canada’s programs and operational activities.
• Worked with the Director to represent ICLEI Canada at events and with other partners.

Toronto, ON

Acting Director

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2010 – 2011
• Responsibility over operations, management, program design, fundraising, membership services and
development
• Member of international senior management team
Program Coordinator

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2007 – 2010
• Responsibility over operations, management, program design, fundraising, membership services and
• Coordinating programs relating to sustainability management, climate adaptation, and species at risk for
Canadian local government Members.
• Communication with Members on new pilot projects, funding opportunities, and best practice exchange.
• Research on policies and practices relating to climate change, ecological footprinting, and other
sustainability topics relevant for local governments.
International Membership and Knowledge Coordinator

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2005 – 2007
• Leading the identification, research, writing, and editing of best practice case studies for a variety of
international publications.
• Managing outreach and dissemination of sustainability best practices and policy options amongst ICLEI
member and partner networks.
• Working with local government staff through the five-milestone process of ICLEI’s various campaigns and
programs.
Membership Coordinator

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA | 2003 – 2005
• Responsible for team annual budget and membership revenue collection (approx. US$350,000).
• Assisted in recruitment of new members via communication with prospective local governments and
cooperation with program staff.
•
Membership Administrator
ICLEI CANADA | 2002 - 2003

Toronto, ON

• Maintained membership contact and best practice database, worked with a variety of contacts to
maintain accurate membership records and financial data.
• Acted as contact person with 12 regional office regarding membership data.
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RECENT SPEAKING & FACILITATION ENGAGEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G7 Halifax, Oceans Partnership Summit, Resilient Coasts and Coastal Communities, September 2018
Communicating Climate Solutions, Victoria, May 2018
Expert Panel on Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience Results, Toronto, November 2017
PCP Communications Workshop, QUEST 2017, Ottawa, November 2017
Livable Cities Forum, Victoria, September 2017
Planners Institute of BC Conference, Prince George, June 2017
Low Carbon Resilient Communities Workshop, Prince George, May 2017
Ontario Partner Environmental Network Workshop, Conservation Ontario, Toronto, December 2016
Climate Leadership Symposium, Province of British Columbia, November 2016
National Water and Wastewater Conference, Canadian Water and Wastewater Association, Toronto,
November 2016
PCP Workshop, Sustainable Communities Conference, Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Ottawa,
February 2016.
GTA Clean Air Council, Toronto, September 2016
Livable Cities Forum, Closing Plenary, September 2016
Resilient Cities Congress, ICLEI Global, Bonn, July 2016
Canadian Public Health Agency Annual Conference, Toronto, June 2016
Federal, Provincial, Territorial Adaptation Working Group on Engagement Meeting, Toronto, May 2016
Adaptation Canada Conference, OURANOS and OCCIAR, Ottawa, April 2016

BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND WORKING GROUPS
• Environment and Climate Change Canada, Expert Panel on Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience
Results (EPCCARR), 2018
• Natural Resources Canada: National Climate Knowledge Assessment Advisory Committee, ongoing
• Natural Resources Canada Working Group on Infrastructure and Buildings, ongoing
• Ontario Climate Consortium 2018 Forum Planning Committee, ongoing
• Board President, Studio 123, ongoing
• QUEST Ontario Caucus, ongoing
• QUEST Ontario Caucus Municipal Working Group, ongoing
• ICLEI Global Adaptation & Resilience Managers Roundtable, ongoing
• Climate Adaptation Network for Ontario’s Ecosystems, ongoing
• National Climate Resiliency Roundtable, ongoing
• Reviewer, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Program Office, Coastal and
Ocean Climate Applications, 2017
• Natural Resources Canada Working Group on Measuring Progress, 2015-2017
• Danforth East Community Association, 2015-2016
• World Council on City Data, 2015-2016
• Ontario Biodiversity Council, 2012-2015
• Hometown Heroes Award Adjudication Panel, 2012-2015
• Canadian Standards Association, Working Group on a National Guideline on Energy and GHG Emissions
Characterization at the Community Level, 2010
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SAMPLE PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Province of Manitoba, BRACE – Building Resilience and Adaptive Capacity Programming, 2018
Real Estate Foundation of BC, Together for Climate, 2018-2020
Federation of Canadian Municipalities, Climate Changemakers Project, 2018-2020
Adaptation planning with Waterloo Region, City of Fredericton, and City of Edmonton through the
Building Adaptive and Resilient Communities Program, ongoing
City of Kawartha Lakes Climate Change Strategy, 2017-2019
Get Ready App, with The Cooperators, 2017
International Urban Cooperation Project, North American Region, European Commission, 2016 – 2019
City of Barrie Implementation Plan, Climate Adaptation Strategy, City of Barrie, 2017-2018
Region of Peel Corporate Climate Change Master Plan, Region of Peel, 2017-2018
2017 Livable Cities Forum: Advancing Low Carbon Resilience, 2017
Province of British Columbia Climate Action Secretariat, Adaptation Catalogue, 2017
City of Barrie Adaptation Plan, City of Barrie, 2016
Making Strides on Community Climate Adaptation, Natural Resources Canada, 2015 – 2016.
Windsor, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’, 2016 (with LURA consulting and Garforth International)
Newmarket, Ontario, Community Energy Plan, 2016 (with LURA consulting and Garforth International)
Woodstock, Ontario ‘Community Energy Plan’ , 2016(in partnership with LURA consulting)
World Cities Exchange Project, DG Regio, European Commission, 2016
Great Lakes Climate Change Adaptation Project, 2016 - Present
Livable Cities forum: Changing Climate, Changing Communities, 2016
Greater Peterborough ‘Climate Change Action Plan’ (in partnership with LURA consulting)
City of Guelph GHG Inventory Update, December 2015
Adaptation Library, Natural Resources Canada, 2015.
PCP National Measures Report, 2015
Livable Cities Forum: Building Flood Resilient Communities, 2015
Resiliency Games – Downspouts & Ladders, Resiliency Cards, and QuizMe, 2015
IDRC Online Portal of Adaptation Options – research project characterizing, cataloguing, and
disseminating adaptation options, 2015
Resilient Pipes and Wires: an assessment of Canada’s energy distribution sector, 2014
Livable Cities Forum: Building Resilient Communities, 2014
Climate Change Indicators in OECD Countries – Lessons for Canadian Public Agencies, 2014
Are we there yet? Using Sustainability Indicators to Measure Progress on Adaptation, 2014
biodiverCITiES: A Primer on Nature in Cities, 2014
Building Adaptive & Resilient Communities Online Tool, 2013
Implementing Community Climate Action Plans in Canada: The Relationship between Implementation
Structure and Outcomes, University of Waterloo research Team 2012
Having the Climate Conversation: Strategies for Local Governments, 2012
Finding the Nexus: Exploring Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation, 2012
Leadership & Legacy: Handbook for Elected Officials on Climate Change, 2012
Changing Climate, Changing Communities: Guide for Municipal Adaptation, 2010
Municipal Climate Adaptation Guidebook and Workbook Project, 2009
St. John's Municipal Climate Adaptation Workshop (Facilitation), 2008
Tales of two Cities: Partnerships for Urban Sustainability, 2007
Climate Action Handbook for Local Governments, 2007
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SARAH
SHENSTONEHARRIS
CLIMATE & ENERGY PLANNER
Years experience: 5

CORE COMPETENCIES
• Emission and energy modelling
• Data collection and analysis
• Applied research on mitigation and sustainability, using quantitative
and qualitative methods
• Protocols and municipal GHG emission management methodologies,
including Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse Gas
Inventories

EDUCATION
Master of Science in
Environmental Sustainability
University of Ottawa (2015-2017)
Honours Bachelor of Science in
Biology
Queen’s University (2009-2013)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Climate and Energy Planner

Toronto, ON

ICLEI CANADA 2018 PRESENT
• Provides support to members of the Partners for Climate Protection
Program, including technical and protocol support, and milestone reviews
• Contributes to projects related to sustainability and climate change
mitigation, including managing and implementing emissions inventories and
local action planning projects with local governments
• Develops and maintains resources and tools for local governments on
greenhouse gas emissions mitigation activities and community energy
planning
• Develops and delivers workshops, webinars and presentations relating to
ICLEI Canada’s climate mitigation work

CONTACT
(647) 728-4390
sarah.shenstone-harris@iclei.org
linkedin.com/in/shenstoneharris
@ICLEI Canada

Climate and Energy Project Assistant
Toronto, ON
ICLEI CANADA 2017-2018; 2018 PRESENT
• Provided support to members of the Partners for Climate Protection
Program, including technical and protocol support, and milestone reviews
• Assisted in managing and implementing emissions inventories and local
action planning projects with local governments
• Supported the development and maintenance of tools and resources for
local governments on greenhouse gas emissions mitigation activities and
community energy planning
• Helps in the research, writing, design and delivery of resources to build
the knowledge and capacity of cities and stakeholders
• Develops and delivers workshops, webinars and training services relating
to ICLEI Canada’s climate mitigation work
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Research and Technology Analyst

Ottawa, ON

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY CANADA | 2016 2017
• Wrote and prepared a briefing package for the Board of Director’s Investment Committee, detailing the
technological, business, and financial merits of a clean technology project seeking funding
• Provided support in evaluating the technical and business merits of potential projects by performing
preliminary sectoral and competitor analyses
• Streamlined resources to improve and simplify the process for applicants, including the system for
quantifying environmental benefits
Research Assistant
Ottawa, ON
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA | 2016 2017
• Assessed the effectiveness of the City of Toronto's 2009 Plastic Bag Fee (results published in 2017 in an
academic journal)
• Coded data and conducted statistics from Statistics Canada's Households and the Environment Survey at
the Statistics Canada Research Data Centre
• Conducted academic literature reviews
Engagement and Events Coordinator

Toronto, ON

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENCE CANADA | 2013 – 2015
• Organized multiple public events to increase engagement and activism (e.g. panel discussion with notable
speakers, one single day where 100+ people phoned the Ontario Premier, an outdoor photo exhibit which
toured Ontario, etc.)
• Facilitated workshops on toxic chemicals found in personal care and cleaning products
• Assisted in logistics for fundraising events, including Environmental Defence’s 2015 Gala and the 2015
Ontario Oyster Festival
• Coordinated Toronto Outreach Team (staff of five); creating schedules, managing materials/resources,
providing leadership for team members

SAMPLE PROJECTS & PUBLICATIONS
• City of Gatineau, Quebec ‘Strategic Climate Change Plan’, ongoing
• Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Tool Redevelopment, ongoing
• Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)’s National Measures Report 2019, ongoing
• City of Kawartha Lakes, Ontario ‘Healthy Environment Plan,’ 2019
• Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)’s ‘On the money: Financing tools for local climate action’, ongoing
• Random Acts of Green App, 2018
• Partners for Climate Protection (PCP)’s National Measures Report 2018
• Thunder Bay, Ontario ‘Updated GHG Inventory – 2016,’ 2018
• Region of Peel, Ontario ‘Corporate Climate Change Master Plan,’ 2018
• ‘Using nudges to reduce waste? The Case of Toronto’s plastic bag levy,’ Journal of Environmental
Management, 2017
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Tijo Joseph, M.Eng., LEED AP®,
ENV SP, EPt (GHG)
Energy Management Consultant
Professional Summary
Tijo brings on board over 9 years of international work experience
across engineering and management functions with key
competencies in project management, engineering development,
and research and analysis. He has extensive knowledge in energy
management and sustainability and has participated in several
energy projects, including for institutional and public-sector clients.
Tijo is a LEED AP (O+M) and ENV SP credential holder and a certified
ISO 50001 (Energy Management) Lead Auditor. Tijo also holds an EPt
(GHG) credential (certified GHG inventory quantifier) from ECO
Canada. He has lead authored five journal publications covering
topics in building science, life cycle analysis and health risk
assessment. At Wood, he is involved with conducting energy audits,
technical research and developing technical specifications, life cycle
cost analysis, community energy planning, environmental
compliance, and detailed energy engineering studies for multiple
projects across the public, institutional, agricultural, commercial and
industrial sectors.

Qualifications
Education
• M.Eng., Environmental Engineering, University of Guelph, ON, Canada,
2013
• Post Graduate Diploma (PGD) in Energy Management, MITSDE, India,
2011
• M.Sc., Automotive Engineering, University of Hertfordshire, United
Kingdom, 2001
• B.Tech., Mechanical Engineering, University of Kerala, India, 2000

Registrations / Certifications / Licenses
• Engineering Intern (EIT), ON, No. 100206696
• ISO 50001 EnMS - Lead Auditor Certification

Years of Experience
9 (3+ with Wood)

Office of Employment
Cambridge, ON

Languages
• English
• Malayalam

Professional Associations
• Engineering Intern (EIT),
Professional Engineers Ontario
• LEED® AP accredited
professional, USGBC
• Environmental Professional in
Training (EPt), ECO Canada
• Envision Sustainability
Professional (ENV SP), Envision

Areas of Expertise
• Energy Audits
• Building Science
• Renewable Energy Feasibility
Studies
• Detailed Energy Engineering
Studies
• Equipment Upgrade/Retrofit
Studies
• ISO 50001 EnMS
• Rating Systems – LEED, ENV SP
• Lifecycle Assessment
• Lifecycle Cost Analysis
• Greenhouse Gas Accounting
• Community Energy Planning
• Technical Research

Wood Experience
Technical Lead (Energy)
Clair-Maltby Master Environmental Servicing Plan & Secondary
Plan – Energy Component, Guelph, ON, Canada (Ongoing)
Leading the Energy & Other Utilities study component for the City of
Guelph commissioned Master Environmental Servicing Plan (MESP)
and Secondary Plan Study for the Clair-Maltby greenfield site in the

© 2018 Wood
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Tijo Joseph, M.Eng., LEED AP®, ENV SP
Energy Management Consultant
City which involves carrying out a background review of existing applicable policies, standards, and reports
related to energy, investigating alternative energy choices that can contribute to a reduction in energy use
and greenhouse gas emissions for the newly built community, and quantifying the energy and financial
savings from adopting higher energy efficient strategies for the built environment.

Assistant Project Manager/Engineering Support/Client Manager
Investment Grade Energy Audits in Seven Hospitals in Jamaica, Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica,
Jamaica (Ongoing)
Under a contract with the Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica (PCJ), Wood is currently conducting an
Investment Grade Energy Audit at seven (7) public sector hospitals in Jamaica. PCJ is a Government of
Jamaica entity whose mandate includes the development of local renewable energy resources and
implementing Jamaica’s National Energy Policy 2009-2030. The project involves establishing an energy and
water use baseline and building performance indicators across the various sites, conducting an inventory of
energy equipment and water use devices, space function analysis of buildings, conducting temporary
metering and spot measurements, energy modelling, identifying energy conservation, energy efficiency,
energy management, and renewable energy measures, developing an evaluation criteria matrix for
prioritisation of recommended measures, and conducting a lifecycle cost analysis for the recommended
measures. Measures being investigated include building and building system operational, monitoring, and
procedural improvements, equipment upgrades and retrofits, energy monitoring, demand management,
alternative energy sources (low carbon), waste recovery opportunities, renewable energy (carbon free)
options and water conservation opportunities.

Assistant Project Manager/Engineering Support/Client Manager
Investment Grade Energy Audit, Water & Sewerage Company of Saint Lucia, Saint Lucia
Part of Wood’s project team, in a role as Assistant Project Manager and providing engineering support, that
conducted an Investment Grade Energy Audit of Water & Sewerage Company of Saint Lucia’s (WASCO)
various facilities including water treatment plants, pumping stations, and office buildings. WASCO is the
executing agency mandated to provide drinking water and sewerage services and to support the operation
and maintenance of the water infrastructure in Saint Lucia. The energy audit identified a full range of energy
efficiency measures and renewable energy options for WASCO facilities including equipment upgrades and
retrofits, operation and maintenance improvements, process optimization, energy monitoring and demand
management opportunities, established technical and financial feasibility for the recommended measures,
and developed an implementation plan to achieve reduced energy costs, reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, and a more sustainable operation.

Technical Lead
Preliminary Feasibility Study for Geo-exchange or Air-Source Heat Pump Systems for Proposed
Tertiary Treatment Buildings at Waterford Wastewater Treatment Facility, Norfolk Country, ON,
Canada.
Conducted a preliminary assessment to investigate the possibility of implementing geoexchange or airsource heat pump systems to service the heating demand of proposed tertiary treatment buildings at the
Waterford facility. For a comparative assessment of a conventional heating system versus an air-source heat
pump system/geo-exchange heat pump system, the annual operating cost associated with each system
type, to deliver the heating demand of proposed tertiary treatment buildings at the Waterford facility, was
estimated and a simple payback analysis was conducted, for an air-source heat pump system as well as a
closed loop geo-exchange heat pump.

© 2018 Wood
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Tijo Joseph, M.Eng., LEED AP®, ENV SP
Energy Management Consultant
Project Manager/Engineering Support
Energy Assessment of Facilities, County of Oxford, Oxford, ON, Canada.
Conducted an ASHRAE Level II energy audit of eight (8) County facilities including office buildings, a longterm care facility, a multi-residential building, wastewater treatment facility building, a road shop, and an
EMS station.

Project Manager/Engineering Support
Energy Audits – Canso Canal and Canadian Coast Guard College, Fisheries and Oceans Canada,
Sydney, NS, Canada.
Conducted an ASHRAE Level II/III energy audit at the Department of Fisheries & Oceans Canada’s Canadian
Coast Guard Facility at Canso Canal and the Canadian Coast Guard College national maritime training facility
in Sydney, NS. These comprehensive audits were undertaken to ASHRAE Level II standard with select
measures evaluated to ASHRAE Level III standard and included an assessment of renewable energy
opportunities.

Engineering Support
Residence Building ASHRAE Level II Energy Audit, Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology,
Newnham Campus, ON, Canada.
Part of the project team that conducted an ASHRAE Level II energy audit for a 15-storey Residence Building
located on Seneca College’s Newnham Campus.

Engineering Support
Energy Audit, Correctional Services Canada, Multiple Locations, ON, Canada.
Provided support with inventory analysis, identifying energy conservation and energy efficiency measures,
and economic analysis of proposed measures for various Canadian Federal Correctional Facilities.

Project Manager
Agricultural Campus Greenhouses Sustainability Study, Dalhousie University, NS, Canada.
Conducted an energy audit of greenhouses at Dalhousie University’s Agricultural campus in Truro, and
Halifax campus identifying potential energy efficiency & energy conservation measures and evaluating its
implementation through system modelling and life cycle cost analysis.

Project Manager
Energy Audit, Van Kessel Farms, Warwick, ON, Canada.
Conducted an energy audit of Van Kessel’s farming operations (swine barns and a grain elevator) which
involved facilitating utility incentive application, discussions with key personnel regarding the farm
operations as it pertains to energy use, installing metering equipment on key identified loads and analyzing
operational profiles, identifying energy conservation and demand management measures, estimating
energy and cost savings, and final report writing.

Engineering Support
Energy Audit, Canadian Blast Freezers, Trenton, ON, Canada.
Provided technical support in identifying and analyzing economically feasible strategies to optimize energy
use in a cold storage facility with the largest dedicated blast freezing capacity in Canada.

Technical Lead & Project Manager
Building Assets Holistic Study, Greater Toronto Airports Authority, Toronto, ON, Canada.
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Tijo Joseph, M.Eng., LEED AP®, ENV SP
Energy Management Consultant
Developed an evaluation matrix framework sheet that can be applied across GTAA’s entire building portfolio
to cover condition assessment and energy performance of building sub-systems.

Technical Lead
ISO 50001 Gap Analysis Study, Greater Toronto Airports Authority, Toronto, ON, Canada.
Carried out a gap analysis study to identify the actions required for Toronto Pearson Airport to meet the
certification requirements of the international energy management standard ISO 50001.

Project Manager
Steam Turbine Detailed Engineering Study, Arlanxeo Canada Inc., Sarnia, ON, Canada.
Provided technical support for development of a schematic design upgrade for an existing steam turbine
system that is the driver for a cooling tower water pump in a butyl rubber plant. Role included developing
the energy baseline and the quantification of energy savings opportunities with economic evaluation.

Technical Lead & Project Manager
M&V for Baggage Conveyor System, Greater Toronto Airports Authority, Toronto, ON, Canada.
Conducted a data collection and submission exercise as part of the monitoring and verification (M&V)
required to establish the resultant savings from implementing energy efficient equipment retrofits for the
baggage system at Toronto Pearson Airport.

Technical Lead & Project Manager
Developing Technical Specifications for a Commercial Ozone Laundry System, Correctional Services
Canada, Drumheller Institution, ON, Canada.
Developed technical specifications for implementing a commercial ozone laundry system at the Drumheller
Institution.

Technical Lead
Developing Heating Pipe Insulation Specifications, Defence Construction Canada, ON, Canada.
Developed pipe insulation specifications for a steam piping re-insulation component of a DCC military
facility renovation project.

Engineering Support
Landfill Solar PV Study, City of Hamilton, Hamilton, ON, Canada.
Provided engineering support for a preliminary solar PV feasibility study for landfill sites operated by the
City of Hamilton.

Project Manager
Industry Standard Practice for Greenhouse New Builds and Expansions in the Ontario Market,
Posterity Group, Ottawa, ON, Canada.
Conducted primary and secondary technology research as well as providing research support for market
characterization towards developing a comprehensive picture of Industry Standard Practice (ISP) in various
technology areas for greenhouse expansions and new builds in Union Gas’s service territory in Ontario.

Project Manager
Market Analysis for Pumps in Support of Proposed Regulations, Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa,
ON, Canada.
Conducted an economic and energy savings analysis from adoption of a revised Minimum Energy
Performance Standard (MEPS) proposed for commercial/industrial pumps, conducted a benchmark analysis
comparing the impact of pumps at different energy performance levels, and investigated potential impacts
© 2018 Wood
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Energy Management Consultant
(required equipment upgrades, cost, environmental aspects etc.) to various stakeholders (manufacturers,
distributors, consumers) in the Canadian pumps market as a result of adoption of the revised MEPS.

Project Manager
Electric Motor Compliance Audit, Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa, ON, Canada.
Provided review of technical reports for a study investigating the nature and extent of non-compliance of
electric motor market offerings (wholesale/retail sector) in Canada with reference to Canada’s Energy
Efficiency Regulations.

Technical Support
Environmental Compliance Projects, Multiple Sites, Canada.
Assisted clients with completing MOECC Environmental Compliance Approval applications and the
evaluation and reporting requirements of annual emissions associated with Environment Canada and
Ontario Ministry of Environment programs (NPRI; O.Reg.127; TRA; Pollution Prevention Plans).

Professional History
• Wood, Energy Management Consultant, Cambridge, ON, August 2015 to present
• Novometrix Research Inc., Contractor, Guelph, ON, January to July 2015
• University of Guelph, Research Associate, Guelph, ON, January to December 2014; University of Guelph,
Graduate Teaching Assistant, Guelph, ON, Fall/Winter Semesters, 2013
• IES UK Limited, Engineering Manager, India, 2008 to 2010
• Rico Auto Industries Ltd, Project Manager/Project Engineer/Assistant Manager, United Kingdom & India, 2004
to 2008

Additional Qualifications
Publications / Presentations
• A comparative life cycle assessment of conventional hand dryer and roll paper towel as hand drying methods,
published May 2015.
• Experimental analysis of airtightness and estimation of building air infiltration using two different single zone air
infiltration models, published June 2014.
• Estimating the annual range of global illuminance on a vertical south facing building façade, published April
2015.
• A critical review of arsenic exposures for Bangladeshi adults, published September 2015.
• Human health risk assessment from arsenic exposures in Bangladesh, published September 2015.

Software
• EnergyPlusTM (Energy modelling software)
• SimaPro (LCA software)
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Georgian Bluffs Climate Action Committee Work Plan (v1.4 – Feb 1, 2021)
The following work plan aims to provide input into the Joint Climate Change Action Committee meeting
of January 8th, 2021. The work plan is a compilation of steps described on other documents but aims to be
a ‘living document’ that will be refined over time and will reflect the Georgian Bluffs reality.
What

Who

Q1/
21

Q2/
21

Q3/
21

Q4/
21

Status

1

Propose to the Municipality to establish a joint Climate Action Committee



2

Determine Terms of Reference



3

Seek Council Approval for the Committee



MILESTONE: Committee Established



Establish a governance structure and ground rules



4

What
1

Organize a presentation to the Council by John A. to explain what options are
on the table, costs and funding opportunities, duration of the development
of a plan etc.

2

Consider asking potential consultants to provide a presentation as well?

3

Develop a Municipal climate change vision and goals

4

Determine an awareness strategy to explain the proposed objectives to
councilors and obtain their buy-in

5

Advise the Council on taking both a mitigation and adaptation approach

6

Suggest a Council Resolution to Join PCP Partners for Climate Protection
(CPC) as well as ICLEI-BARC

7

Explore funding opportunities for developing a CAP. What requires a CAP to
qualify for funding, what are the opportunities.

8

Determine the staff and resources to implement the CAP. Will/can the Municipality dedicate specific staff to specific roles? To what extent money is
available to hire new staff, to what degree will we rely on consultants and
university-student partnerships?

Who

Q1
/21

Q2
/21

Q3
/21

Q4
/21

Status



MILESTONE: Council commitment (and budget allocation) to the development of a Climate Action Plan

1
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What
1

Ensure budget approval to hire a consultant to work with GB Municipality staff
to draft a CA Plan

2

Determine Scope of Work/ Terms of Reference for the consultant (data collection Municipality wide or only related to Municipal activities?)

3

Determine focus point within GB Municipality to coordinate CA Plan development and implementation

4

Milestone – Council provides a mandate to a staff person to coordinate and implement the Climate Action Plan

5

Develop a public communications/awareness strategy

6

Collection of inventory data + Summary of data sources + assumptions made

7

Develop GHG emission inventory and business-as-usual projections

8

Develop climate science report

9

Drafting of the Current Conditions Report

10

Milestone – Baseline Emissions Inventory and Forecast Established (current conditions report)

11

Current conditions report presented to Council

12

Project future GHG emissions based on a ‘do nothing’ scenario (no climate action intervention) and, on the other side, a low carbon scenario (LCS)

13

Explore financial opportunities, programs and policies to pursue a LCS approach

14

Milestone – Council commitment to establishing an emissions reduction target

15

Conduct a vulnerability assessment via survey

16

Conduct risk assessment and prioritize risks (follows the impact statement)

17

Determine 2 targets; one for municipality owned operations and one for community wide emissions

18

Milestone - Council approval to establish an emissions reduction target

19

Milestone - Council commitment to draft a Local Implementation Plan

20

Implement the communications/awareness strategy

Who

Q1
/21

Q2
/21

Q3
/21

Q4
/21

Status

2
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21

Set themes and objectives based on workshops and community engagement
(e.g. Built environment, Energy, Agriculture and Local Food Systems, Natural Systems and Resources, Transportation, Waste, Climate Resilience)

22

Decide on focusing on corporate/ Municipal operations first or the whole community

23

Identify what is happening now, policies, plans, actions taken (build on what is
already happening)

24

Determine if are there partnerships that should be nurtured or developed

25

Conduct best practices review

26

Develop and refine action long list

27

Description of the costs and funding sources

28

Ensure that plans initially developed around the concept of sustainable communities are resilient to climate impacts. Sustainable development is based on four
nested domains:
- environment
- culture
- society
- economy
Also include
- First Nation communities.
- Human wellbeing and mental illness due to climate stress.

29

Quantify emission reductions

30

Identify metrics for monitoring review

31

Develop implementation schedules

32

Council allocation of resources to implement the plan (staff time and budget)

33

Name the Municipal departments or organizations responsible for the implementation of the plans and the actions outlined in it

34

Write, edit, and finalize the Local Action Plan

35

Milestone - Local Climate Action Plan developed

36

Milestone – Local Climate Change Action Plan approved by council

37

Milestone- Councils implements Climate Action Plan

What
1

Who

Q1
/21

Q2
/21

Q3
/21

Q4
/21

Status

Determine savings that implementing the plan could generate

3
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2

Determine the implementation schedule

What
1

Include performance metrics to track progress and timelines for achieving key deliverables/major milestones, and a strategy to report back publicly on progress

2

Provide an updated corporate or community inventory for the current (or near
current) year

3

Who

Q1
/21

Q2
/21

Q3
/21

Q4
/21

Status

Provide a quantification of the GHG reduction impact of each measure outlined in
the local action plan

4
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Hello Brittany,
Thanks for reaching out to us on the above topic. I've discussed your request with Ryan
who is the interim chair of the Rural Planning program here at the University of Guelph.
He is currently canvassing the professors in the program to see a path forward for your
request, i.e., prof/student potential interest
In terms of my advice for your 'quest', I give you the following ideas:
1) I'd suggest getting funding for research assistance on your project. I had personal
research dollars provided to assist me in my early PhD days from MITACS.
https://www.mitacs.ca/en This program partners federal gov't dollars with the dollars of a
local actor to fund research.
2) As an example of the above, I'll direct you to our research work with an 'economic
lens' with the Community Futures parties of midwestern ON personnel. The
workgreen.ca project had a climate change/green energy component that I worked on at
the time of the great green energy discussion in 2011 - 2012
https://workgreen.ca/content/climate-changepeak-oil-views.html
3) As a final note here, I'd direct you to my research on 'green infrastructure as a
foundational planning device to build resilient rural communities'. There are several
presentations on-line that I have given to various folks with Latornell, OPPI, CIP, CRRF
that give a good overview of my ideas on this topic.
I hope this of some use. I applaud your efforts at looking at this challenging topic. If you
are interested, you can contact me for a video call follow-up.
Cheers and stay safe,
Paul Kraehling, Ph.D., MCIP, RPP (Ret.)
Sessional Instructor
School of Environmental Design and Rural Development
Landscape Architecture Building
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Electricity
kWh

Municipal Facilities Energy Consumption 2017

Facility
Admin Municipal Office
Community Centre
Arena
Public Works Shed
Storage Shed
Public Works Storage Shed/Garage
Fire Hall and Offices
Library
Public Works Shed
Water Low Lift Pumping Station
Water Treatment Plant
Museum
Rotary Hall
Community Centre and Small Water System
Fire Hall
Sewer Pump Lift Station
Library
Sewer Aerator Building
Public Works Shed
Meeting Place
Water Treatment Plant
Total
Facilities Emissions totals 2017
Municipal Vehicles Energy Consumption 2020
Dyed diesel (non taxed)
Clear diesel (taxed)

Fuel Oil
(L)

36,741
54,831
12,697
253,680
21,941
430
8,632
19,681
15,420
2,738
43,080
125,760
3,703
12,845
113,600
9,464
46,603
31,327
170,340
11,249
4,999
52,107
47,280
1,081,452
17,696
33,525
47,071
Diesel (l)
Gasoline (l)
53002
68160
19818

Fleet Emissions 2020
Total

Propane
(L)

Equivalent kWh
Propane / Oil
(ekWh) *

6,609

46792
126970

13,956

98808

15,726
4,291

111340
30380

2,380

16850

11,790

83473

3,569

25269

6,184

43783

49990
64,505
97,403

Total Emissions
(kg CO2) 2017

Total Emissions
(kg CO2) with
Heat Pumps **

11,119
35,474
7,864
21,754
13
24,014
7,090
478
3,679
1,335
21,701
115
5,787
3,522
9,631
1,445
971
5,281
13,646
1,615
1,466

1,864
3,668
7,864
2,212
13
1,993
1,081
478
346
1,335
5,192
115
790
3,522
972
1,445
971
5,281
1,124
1,615
1,466

177,999

43,347

633655
140985
181306
45581
367872
545871

* Equivalent kWh Propane/Oil shows the heating energy equivalent in kWh for Oil and Propane systems.
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** All Emissions With Heat Pumps shows a conservative estimate of the emissions reduction if heat pumps
replace propane and oil heating. We used a heat pump efficiency (COP) rating of 2.0, a conservative value,
which means that for every kWh input the heat pump delivers 2 kWh heat output. This column doesn't show
electric heating changed to heat pumps since we don't know enough about some of the facilities that use
electric heat.
CO2 Emission factor
Electricity (using 2018 emission data)
Fuel Oil
Propane
Gasoline
kWh/l propane
kWh/l fuel oil

0.031
2.66
1.51
2.3

kg/kWh
kg/l
kg/l
kg/l

7.08
10
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S T. C AT H A R I N E S
Corporate and Community Greenhouse Gas Inventory
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ABOUT THE CLEAN AIR PARTNERSHIP:
Clean Air Partnership (CAP) is a registered charity that works in partnership to promote and coordinate actions
to improve local air quality and reduce greenhouse gases for healthy communities. Our applied research on
municipal policies strives to broaden and improve access to public policy debate on air pollution and climate
change issues. Clean Air Partnership’s mission is to transform cities into more sustainable, resilient, and vibrant
communities where resources are used efficiently, the air is clean to breathe and greenhouse gas emissions
are minimized.

REPORT AUTHORS:
Kevin Behan, Clean Air Partnership
Allie Ho, Clean Air Partnership

This initiative is offered through the Municipalities for Climate Innovation Program, which is delivered
by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and funded by the Government of Canada.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
This report represents the culmination of efforts invested by many parties who offered their policy and
technical expertise to the research compiled in this report. We are grateful for the support of:
City of St Catharines
Mark Green
Manager of Environmental Services
Olivia Groff
Climate Change Coordinator
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INTRODUCTION

1. 0 | I N T R O D U C T I O N
Climate Change is one of the most urgent challenges facing humanity. The
City of St. Catharines declared a climate emergency in 2019 urging sectors
in the government and community to apply a climate lens to everyday
activities and decisions such as energy usage, transportation and waste.
Canada’s Changing Climate Report found that Canada is warming twice
as rapidly as the rest of the world.1 Due to human activity, as well as a
combination of climate processes and feedback mechanisms, warming in
Canada is expected to increase further in the future. This will have major
implications on local climate as well as to human and environmental health,
and economic development.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a report
in the fall of 2018, Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, stressing the
urgency in limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels
by the end of the century.2 The Report stated that global net anthropogenic
CO2 emissions must decline by 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 to reach net zero
by 2050 as projected through modelled pathways.

1 Canada’s Changing Climate Report, 2019
2 Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, 2018

1
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1.1 | CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE CITY OF
ST. CATHARINES
In St. Catharines, the effects of climate change are evident through
increased flood events and more extreme heat days. Several significant
actions have been made to mitigate emissions. Mitigation efforts have
resulted in a 15% decrease in energy use in City buildings a 25% reduction in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions since 2011. Energy use from streetlights has
been reduced by 62% through LED retrofits. These are just two examples of
how the City has committed to achieving their climate change goals.
St. Catharines has also joined the Partners of Climate Protection (PCP)
program delivered by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and
ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability. This program supports and guides
the municipality in reducing GHG emissions through the Milestone Framework.
The five milestones are:
╚

Milestone 1: Creating a baseline emissions inventory and forecast

╚

Milestone 2: Set emissions reduction target

╚

Milestone 3: Develop a local action plan

╚

Milestone 4: Implement the local action plan

╚

Milestone 5: Monitor progress and report results

This report summarizes the baseline inventory of GHG emissions for both
municipal operations (corporate emissions) and community activities within
the City’s geographical boundaries, to fulfill the requirement of Milestone 1
of the PCP program.

2
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1.2 | MILESTONE 1
A greenhouse gas inventory summarizes and tracks the GHG emissions
released by both corporate and community activities. For St. Catharines, 2018
was selected as the baseline year for this inventory. Two separate inventories
were created, one for corporate emissions and one for community emissions.
The following sectors are included in their respective inventories:

CORPORATE INVENTORY

COMMUNITY INVENTORY

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

FLEET VEHICLES

INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

WATER AND WASTEWATER

OTHER BUILDINGS

CORPORATE SOLID WASTE

TRANSPORTATION
COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE

3
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METHODOLOGY

2.0 | M E T H O D O L O G Y
2.1 | DATA SOURCES
In order to compile and complete a thorough corporate and community
GHG emissions inventory, complete, accurate and real consumption data
were used. In the absence of consumption data, assumptions were made
using downscaled provincial data. Table 1 lists out all the data sources that
were used for each sector.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF DATA SOURCES USED FOR GHG EMISSIONS INVENTORY
SECTOR

DATA SOURCE

DATA TYPE

Enbridge Inc.

Natural gas consumption
data (m3)

Alectra Inc.

Electricity consumption data (kwh)

St. Lawrence Seaway
Management Corporation

Electricity consumption data (kwh)
solely for the Lock 3 Museum

Lake Street Service Centre –
383 Lake Street

Diesel and unleaded gasoline
consumption data (L)

Fire Station #4 – 16 Walnut Street

Diesel and unleaded gasoline
consumption data (L)

Community, Recreation and
Cultural Services –
320 Geneva Street

Diesel and unleaded gasoline
consumption data (L)

St. Catharines Transit Commission

Diesel consumption data (L)

CORPORATE INVENTORY

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

FLEET VEHICLES

4
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SECTOR

DATA SOURCE

DATA TYPE

Alectra Inc.

Electricity consumption data (kwh)

Niagara on the Lake Hydro

Electricity consumption data (kwh)
solely for Glendale Ave

St. Lawrence Seaway
Management Corporation

Electricity consumption data (kwh)
for Lock 3 Museum streetlights

WATER AND WASTEWATER

City of St. Catharines
(various departments)

Electricity consumption data (kwh)

SOLID WASTE

City of St. Catharines
(various departments)

Waste generation amount
(tonnes)

ELECTRICITY

Alectra Inc.

Electricity consumption data (kwh)

NATURAL GAS

Enbridge Inc.

Natural gas consumption
data (m3)

TRANSPORTATION

Kent Group Ltd

Diesel and unleaded gasoline
consumption data (L)

SOLID WASTE

Niagara Region

Waste generation amount
(tonnes)

PROPANE

Statistics Canada

Consumption data (L)

CORPORATE INVENTORY

STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC
SIGNALS

COMMUNITY INVENTORY

5
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2.2 | GHG EMISSION CALCULATION
The main GHGs of concern include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and fluorinated gases (perfluorocarbons,
hydrofluorocarbons, sulphur hexafluoride and nitrogen trifluoride), however,
CO2 is the primary gas emitted through anthropogenic activity to the
atmosphere. Each gas will remain in the atmosphere for various periods
of time, ranging from years to thousands of years. Therefore, the global
warming potential (GWP) of each gas was calculated in order to determine
the effect they have in warming the atmosphere. The GWP, for each gas,
describes the total warming impact relative to CO2 over 100 years. As a
result, CO2e, also referred to as carbon dioxide equivalent, is the unit used
for the representation of the warming impact for all gases. All anthropogenic
activity emits GHGs into the atmosphere and by using a factor, it will convert
the emission of different gases into CO2e for that activity. This factor is the
emission coefficient.
Once the consumption data for the inventory were collected, appropriate
emission coefficients were applied to each energy source to calculate
the GHG emissions (see Table 2). The following emission coefficients were
obtained from Canada’s National Inventory Report Part 21 and the solid
waste GHG emissions were calculated using the PCP Milestone Tool.2 The
methane commitment methodology provided by the PCP Milestone Tool
was used to calculate both corporate and community solid waste emissions.
The mass of solid waste and the composition of the waste stream is included
in this model to generate CO2e emissions. GHG emissions generated from
electricity usage were calculated with the corresponding electricity emission
intensity value specific to Ontario for 2017.

1 Canada’s National Inventory Report Part 2, 2017
2 PCP Milestone Tool
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF EMISSION COEFFICIENTS
ENERGY SOURCE

EMISSION COEFFICIENT (CO2E)

ELECTRICITY

20 g/kWh

NATURAL GAS

1.888 kg /m3

DIESEL

2.681 kg/L

UNLEADED GAS

2.307 kg/L

PROPANE

1.515 kg/L

7
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C O R P O R AT E I N V E N T O R Y

3. 0 | C O R P O R AT E G R E E N H O U S E
G A S I N V E N T O R Y (2018)
In 2018, 16,464 tonnes of CO2e were emitted by the City of St. Catharines’
corporate operations. Table 3 summarizes the total corporate GHG emissions
by sector and Table 4 summarizes the emissions by energy source. The same
information is presented graphically in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

TABLE 3. ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE EMISSIONS BY SECTOR
SECTOR

CO2E PRODUCED (TONNES)

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

4,558

FLEET VEHICLES

8,911

STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS

112

WATER AND WASTEWATER

6

SOLID WASTE

2,877

TOTAL

16,464

8
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TABLE 4. ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE

ENERGY SOURCE

CONSUMPTION

CO2E PRODUCED (TONNES)

ELECTRICITY

28,673,117 kwh

573

NATURAL GAS

2,159,668 m3

4,102

GASOLINE

305,770 L

705

DIESEL

3,060,800 L

8,206

SOLID WASTE

2,103 tonnes

2,877

TOTAL

16,463

Note: The difference in Total Emission between Table 3 and Table 4 is due to rounding.

9
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FIGURE 1. ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE EMISSIONS BY SECTOR
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FIGURE 2. ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
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3.1 | BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
Corporate buildings and facilities make up 28% of the corporate emissions.
From this sector, 10% of emissions comes from electricity while 90% of
emissions comes from natural gas. The City of St. Catharines owns a total of
44 buildings and facilities ranging from administrative offices to fire stations
and cultural facilities. All buildings that were included in the corporate
inventory are municipally owned with some level of operational control.
Leased buildings were also included in this inventory as they are also buildings
that the City has operational control over. Assumptions on the hydro usage
were made for 6 leased buildings, based on the building benchmarks in the
St. Catharines Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan (CDMP)
(see Table 5).1 The breakdown of emissions by building and the total GHGs
produced are summarized in Table 6 and 7, graphically represented as
Figure 3.

TABLE 5. BENCHMARK BUILDINGS FROM THE CDMP
LEASED BUILDING

BUILDING BENCHMARK

Q.E. FACER COMMUNITY CENTRE

COMMUNITY CENTRE

HAIG BOWL ARENA

CULTURAL FACILITY

MERRITTON ARENA

COMMUNITY CENTRE

MERRITTON COMMUNITY CENTRE

COMMUNITY CENTRE

ROBERTSTON SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

ROBERTSTON SCHOOL — ANNEX

COMMUNITY CENTRE

1 Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan, 2019
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TABLE 6. BREAKDOWN OF OPERATIONAL TYPE CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS

OPERATIONAL TYPE

ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION
(KWH)

ELECTRICITY
EMISSIONS
(TCO2E)

NATURAL GAS
CONSUMPTION
(M3)

NATURAL GAS
EMISSIONS
(TCO2E)

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
AND RELATED FACILITIES,
INCLUDING MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL CHAMBERS

4,976,618

100

473,904

900

FIRE STATIONS AND
ASSOCIATED OFFICES AND
FACILITIES

884,680

18

111,223

211

INDOOR SPORTS ARENAS

9,517,545

190

968,172

1,839

PARKING GARAGES

832,553

17

38,875

74

COMMUNITY CENTRES

1,577,482

32

64,692

123

CULTURAL FACILITIES

2,195,193

44

111,928

213

INDOOR SWIMMING
POOLS

2,018,529

40

135,802

258

STORAGE FACILITIES
WHERE EQUIPMENT
OR VEHICLES ARE
MAINTAINED, REPAIRED
OR STORED

733,671

15

165,953

315

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

26,219

0.5

89,117

169

OTHER

16,112

0.3

0

0

12
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FIGURE 3. ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE BUILDINGS AND FACILITY
GHG EMISSIONS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE
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TABLE 7. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS
FROM BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

ENERGY SOURCE

CONSUMPTION

CO2E (TONNES)

ELECTRICITY

22,778,606 kwh

456

NATURAL GAS

2,159,668 m3

4,102

13
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3.2 | FLEET
The corporate fleet makes up 54% of corporate emissions. The GHG emissions
generated in this sector were calculated through corporate fleet inventory
and fuel consumption data. St. Catharines Transit was also included in the
fleet sector because this is a service that the City traditionally has provided.
In 2018, St. Catharines’ corporate fleet totaled 210 vehicles (light and heavyduty vehicles) and 254 pieces of equipment across all departments. Below is
a breakdown of vehicles in each department (see Table 8).

TABLE 8. BREAKDOWN OF VEHICLES WITHIN THE CITY OF
ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE INVENTORY

AREA

NUMBER OF VEHICLES

ARENA

4

CEMETERY

5

ENVIRONMENTAL

4

FINANCE

7

LIBRARY

1

POOL CARS

4

LSSC

151

FIRE SERVICES

34

14
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Within St. Catharines Transit, there are 76 conventional transit buses that
service St. Catharines and to the nearby municipality of Thorold. There are
5 bus routes that run in Thorold out of 25 routes which includes, weekday,
weekend and holiday service. These 5 bus routes make up approximately
20 % of the total routes. However, due to the limitations of the data, the
Thorold bus routes were included with the rest of the St. Catharines Transit
fleet that provide service to St. Catharines. Figure 4 displays the distribution
of corporate emissions by the City’s corporate fleet and St. Catharines Transit
Commission. Numerical values are summarized in Table 9. The total fuel
consumption and GHG emissions from both fleets are summarized in Table 10.

FIGURE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF EMISSIONS FROM ST. CATHARINES
AND ST. CATHARINES TRANSIT COMMISSION

ST. CATHERINES TRANSIT COMMISSION FLEET
ST. CATHERINES CORPORATE FLEET

20%

3%

80%
3%
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TABLE 9. TOTAL GHG EMISSIONS BY BOTH THE CORPORATE FLEET
AND THE TRANSIT COMMISSION FLEET

FLEET

CO2E (TONNES)

ST. CATHARINES CORPORATE FLEET

1,808

ST. CATHARINES TRANSIT COMMISSION FLEET

7,104

TABLE 10. TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM FLEET

FUEL

CONSUMPTION (L)

CO2E (TONNES)

DIESEL

3,060,800

8,206

UNLEADED (GAS)

305,770

705

16
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3.3 | STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Streetlights and traffic signals make up 1% of the corporate emissions.
Table 11 summarizes the energy consumption and emitted emissions from
this sector.

TABLE 11. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS
FROM STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS

SECTOR

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
(KWH)

CO2E (TONNES)

STREETLIGHTS AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS

5,616,133

112

3.4 | WATER AND WASTEWATER
Water and wastewater make up 0.03% of the corporate emissions.
In St. Catharines, there are three water and wastewater treatment plants
(Port Dalhousie Wastewater Treatment Plant, Port Weller Wastewater
Treatment Plant and Decew Water Treatment Plant) which are owned and
operated by the Niagara Region. The City has no control or influence over
these plants so therefore, they are excluded from the corporate inventory.
The breakdown of the facilities is summarized in Table 12 and the total energy
consumption and GHG emissions from this sector is summarized in Table 13.

17
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TABLE 12. BREAKDOWN OF ST. CATHARINES WATER AND WASTEWATER FACILITIES

DESCRIPTION

CONSUMPTION (KWH)

SEWER FLOW MONITORS (10)

15,279

COMBINED SEWER STORAGE FACILITIES (7)

63,009

WASTEWATER PUMP STATION

1,740

DRINKING WATER PUMP STATION

25,783

FIRE PUMP

161

BULK WATER STATION

18,792

OUTDOOR RECREATION POOLS (3) AND SPLASH PAD (1)

153,614

TABLE 13. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS
FROM WATER AND WASTEWATER FACILITIES

SECTOR

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
(KWH)

CO2E (TONNES)

WASTEWATER FACILITIES

124,763

3

WATER FACILITIES

153,614

3

18
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3.5 | CORPORATE SOLID WASTE
Corporate solid waste emissions make up 17% of all corporate emissions.
The amount of solid waste was calculated through the number of waste
containers and the number of weekly/biweekly pick-ups at each site. These
sites are not limited to, but include fire stations, corporate buildings and
parks. The generated waste is sent to the Walker South Landfill in the City of
Niagara Falls. This landfill is an anaerobic managed solid waste disposal site
and the GHG emissions were calculated through the methane commitment
approach using the PCP Milestone Tool. Total solid waste generation and
GHG emissions from this sector is summarized in Table 14.

TABLE 14. SOLID WASTE GENERATION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM SOLID WASTE

SECTOR

WASTE GENERATION (TONNES)

CO2E (TONNES)

CORPORATE SOLID WASTE

2,103

2,877
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S T. C AT H A R I N E S I N V E N T O R Y

4. 0 | C O M M U N I T Y G R E E N H O U S E
G A S I N V E N T O R Y (2018)
In 2018, 862,914 tonnes of CO2e were emitted by the community of
St. Catharines. Table 15 and 16 summarize the total community GHG
emissions and are graphically represented as Figure 5 and 6. The
community of St. Catharines produced approximately 6.4 tonnes of
CO2e per capita in 2018.

TABLE 15. ST. CATHARINES COMMUNITY EMISSIONS BY SECTOR

SECTOR

CO2E PRODUCED (TONNES)

RESIDENTIAL

184,107

COMMERCIAL

90,214

INDUSTRIAL

31,359

OTHER

108,875

TRANSPORTATION

402,725

SOLID WASTE

45,635

TOTAL

862,914
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TABLE 16. ST. CATHARINES COMMUNITY EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE

ENERGY SOURCE

CONSUMPTION

CO2E PRODUCED (TONNES)

ELECTRICITY

1,105,846,005 kwh

22,117

NATURAL GAS

206,615,983 m3

392,438

GASOLINE

163,452,275 L

377,084

DIESEL

7,034,204 L

18,859

PROPANE

4,476,289 L

6,782

SOLID WASTE

35,212 tonnes

45,635

TOTAL

862,915

Note: The difference in Total Emission between Table 15 and Table 16 is due to rounding.
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FIGURE 5. ST. CATHARINES COMMUNITY GHG EMISSIONS BY SECTOR
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FIGURE 6. ST. CATHARINES COMMUNITY GHG EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
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4.1 | RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Residential buildings make up 21% of St. Catharines’ community emissions.
There were two main energy sources that were included to calculate the
GHG emissions for this section: electricity and natural gas (see Figure 7).

FIGURE 7. DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENTIAL EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
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4.1.1. | ELECTRICITY
In 2018, the demand from residential households serviced by Alectra Utilities
was 384,432,112 kwh. This value is the metered usage and not an adjusted
value for kwh (see Table 17).

TABLE 17. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

TOTAL CONSUMPTION (KWH)

CO2E (TONNES)

RESIDENTIAL

384,432,112

7,689

4.1.2. | NATURAL GAS
In 2018, there were 43,736 residential accounts using natural gas as provided
by Enbridge Gas. Their natural gas consumption was 92,883,327 m3
(see Table 18).

TABLE 18. NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

CONSUMPTION (M3)

CO2E (TONNES)

RESIDENTIAL

92,883,327

176,419
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4.2 | COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Commercial buildings make up 10% of St. Catharines’ community emissions.
There were two main energy sources that were included to calculate the
GHG emissions for this section: electricity and natural gas (see Figure 8).

FIGURE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF COMMERCIAL EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
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4.2.1 | ELECTRICITY
In 2018, the demand from commercial buildings serviced by Alectra Utilities
was 462,761,486 kwh (see Table 19). This value is the metered usage and not
an adjusted value. The buildings that classify as a commercial building uses
less than 50 kilowatts monthly.

TABLE 19. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

TOTAL CONSUMPTION (KWH)

CO2E (TONNES)

COMMERCIAL

462,761,486

9,255

4.2.2 | NATURAL GAS
In 2018, there were 3,519 commercial customers using natural gas as
provided by Enbridge Gas. In this category, apartment buildings are
included alongside commercial buildings. Their natural gas consumption
was 42,624,399 m3 (see Table 20).

TABLE 20. NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

CONSUMPTION (M3)

CO2E (TONNES)

COMMERCIAL

42,624,399

80,959
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4.3 | INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Industrial buildings make up 4% of St. Catharines’ community emissions. There
were two main energy sources that were included to calculate the GHG
emissions for this section: electricity and natural gas (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
NATURAL GAS
ELECTRICITY

16%

3%

84%
3%

4.3.1. | ELECTRICITY
In 2018, the demand from industrial or large use buildings serviced by Alectra
Utilities was 258,652,407 kwh (see Table 21). This value is the metered usage
and not an adjusted value for kwh. The buildings that classify as an industrial
building use more than 50 kilowatts.
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TABLE 21. ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

TOTAL CONSUMPTION (KWH)

CO2E (TONNES)

INDUSTRIAL

258,652,407

5,173

4.3.2 | NATURAL GAS
In 2018, there were 35 industrial customers using natural gas as provided by
Enbridge Gas. The total natural gas consumption was 13,786,553 m3 (see
Table 22).

TABLE 22. NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

SECTOR

CONSUMPTION (M3)

CO2E (TONNES)

INDUSTRIAL

13,786,553

26,186

4.4 | OTHER BUILDINGS
Other buildings make up 13% of St. Catharines’ community emissions. The
buildings in this section were large buildings that consumed > 25% of the total
consumption of a given postal code. Alectra Utilities did not have a separate
category for other buildings.
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4.4.1 | NATURAL GAS
In 2018, there were 593 customers classified as other in the data provided
by Enbridge Gas. The total natural gas consumption was 57,321,704 m3
(see Table 23).

TABLE 23. NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS FROM OTHER BUILDINGS
SECTOR

CONSUMPTION (M3)

CO2E (TONNES)

OTHER

57,321,704

108,875

4.5 | TRANSPORTATION
Community transportation emissions make up 47% of the community’s
emissions. The transportation sector includes personal transportation vehicles,
but excludes rail and air transportation by residents. Marine and off-road
vehicle fuel consumption was also not included in this inventory due to
unavailable data (see section 5.1). The data that was collected, provided
the total amount of gasoline and diesel sold in retail gasoline sites in the city
of St. Catharines’ geographical boundaries.
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Due to the limitations of available data, the fuel sold within the City’s
boundaries are assumed to be used in the city. Therefore, the emissions in
this sector will be from the total consumption of the fuels.
In 2018, 163.4 million litres of gasoline and 7.0 million litres of diesel were
purchased from all retail gasoline sites in St. Catharines. This data was
obtained from the Kent Group Ltd.
Assumptions regarding commercial propane emissions were made through
downscaled provincial data from Statistics Canada1 and with an annual
growth rate of 0.9% from Niagara 20412 to determine St. Catharines’
population in 2018. Commercial propane was assumed to be solely used for
transportation fuel. Table 24 and Figure 10 summarizes the result of emissions
from the transportation sector.

TABLE 24. SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY FUEL CONSUMPTION AND GHG EMISSIONS

FUEL

CONSUMPTION (L)

CO2E (TONNES)

GASOLINE

163,452,275

377,084

DIESEL

7,034,204

18,859

PROPANE

4,476,289

6,782

TOTAL

174,962,768

402,725

1 Statistics Canada, 2020
2 Niagara 2041, 2016
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FIGURE 10. DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION
EMISSIONS BY ENERGY SOURCE
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4.6 | COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE
Community solid waste emissions make up 5% of the community’s emissions.
Niagara Region operates the community waste management and garbage
collection and includes in part, downtown private businesses, however, is
not inclusive of all private businesses. This waste comes from three different
groups: residential and IC&I curbside garbage, multi-residential (condo only)
and downtown IC&I front-end garbage, and residential self-hauled garbage.
The waste generated from the three groups in St. Catharines is sent to the
Walker South Landfill in the City of Niagara Falls. This landfill is an anaerobic
managed solid waste disposal site and the GHG emissions were calculated
through the “methane commitment” approach using the PCP Milestone Tool.
Table 25 and Figure 11 summarizes the resulted emissions for the community
solid waste sector.

TABLE 25. SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE GENERATED AND GHG EMISSIONS

GROUP

WASTE GENERATED (TONNES)

CO2E (TONNES)

RESIDENTIAL AND IC&I CURBSIDE
GARBAGE

21,332

27,646

MULTI-RESIDENTIAL (CONDO ONLY)
AND DOWNTOWN IC&I
FRONT-END GARBAGE

1,018

1,319

RESIDENTIAL SELF-HAULED GARBAGE

12,862

16,669

TOTAL

35,212

45,635
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FIGURE 11. SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY SOLID WASTE
GENERATED AND RESULTING GHG EMISSIONS
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L I M I TAT I O N S

5. 0 | L I M I TAT I O N S A N D
AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
5.1 | COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION
Transportation emissions were calculated using total fuel sales of retail gas
stations located within the city’s geographical borders. This will include all fuel
sales from non-residents as well. In order to have a more accurate inventory
of the community’s GHG emissions, additional supporting data will need to
be available which can include surveys from residents of vehicle kilometres
travelled as well as data on the number of light duty vehicles and heavy duty
vehicles registered in the City.
St. Catharines is home to two marinas: Port Dalhousie Pier Marina and St.
Catharines Marina. Marine transportation emissions contribute to the total
community GHG emissions but are not included for this inventory as the only
data available was from 2014. The total amount of diesel sold were 80,000 L
and 20,000 L for gas for both clubs that year. Due to any potential factors that
may have occurred within the four years from 2014-2018, the consumption
values may differ slightly or drastically. As an area of improvement for
this inventory, this section should only be included in the community
transportation sector when real consumption values are available.
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Off-road vehicles also contribute to community transportation emissions but
due to the limitations of the fuel sales data provided, the amount of fuel
consumption solely for off-road vehicles within the City’s boundaries were
unknown. The fuel consumption sales may include all fuel consumption for
off-road vehicles as well as on-road vehicles but as noted above, there is no
clear distinction due to the limitations of the current data. However, based on
the Government of Ontario’s data catalogue1, off-road vehicle registration
numbers were available for 2016 for Niagara Region. Based on a per capita
calculation, there were 3,470 fit and active off-road vehicles registered in the
City of St. Catharines for 2016. For future inventories, the inclusion of off-road
diesel consumption and updated vehicle registrations, will result in a value
closer to the real total of community transportation GHG emissions.

1 Government of Ontario’s Data Catalogue, 2019
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CONCLUSION

6. 0 | C O N C L U S I O N
The PCP program, as mentioned earlier in this inventory, supports and guides
municipalities in reducing GHG emissions through the Milestone Framework.
The next milestones that the City of St. Catharines could look to fulfill through
the PCP program are milestone 2 and 3, which would set an emissions
reduction target and develop a local action plan. It is also recommended
that a GHG emission inventory be updated every 3-4 years to document any
emission trends as a result from ongoing and future emission reduction and
climate action plans.
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